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Our cards speak for themselves
Carlton Cards brings the freshest and most fun ways for your shoppers to celebrate 

special occasions with cards that feature the best innovation in the industry. 
It’s just one of the many ways we create happiness, laughter and love. Every. Single. Day.

For an up close view, contact Carlton Cards at 1-800-663-CARD
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In the competitive battle for the consumer dollar, retail-
ers must be more creative than ever in how they market to
ethnicities, lifestyles, demographic segments such as Millen-
nials or Boomers and a host of other social groups that seem
to be constantly changing.

This is the central focus of the upcoming Grocery Innovations conference to be held this
September 30th in Toronto. The conference kicks off with Bonnie Brooks, vice-chairman,
Hudson’s  Bay Co., who will speak on how The Bay was turned around through better cus-
tomer engagement after years of lacklustre performance. This is followed by Marion Chan
of Trendspotter Consulting with a discussion on “The New Consumers — How they buy and
why”. Chan sees a move to market more to types of lifestyles than just based on age and
gender.  Some types of lifestyles tend to sway more to younger or older consumers, but it
is the way of the future for marketing.  Chan will look at Millennials, aging Boomers, who
are aging in number but not necessarily in attitude or lifestyle, and ethnic consumers.

One of the most anticipated events is the panel discussion moderated by CFIG CEO
Tom Barlow. The panel will be composed of leading retailers and suppliers and focus
on how they’re meeting the needs of the new consumers-from ethnic to the aging
boomers. Participants include Darrell Jones, president, Overwaitea Food Group; Alexei
Tsvetkov, CEO of Yummy Market; Jeff York, CEO of Farm Boy; and Terry Wong, direc-
tor of marketing, Authentic Ethnic, Tree of Life.

Understanding the consumer through the use of data analytics will be the focus of
Jacques Farcy’s, chief operating officer, Dunnhumby Canada, discussion “Deep Dive
into Data Insights”. This will look into what’s next as the company helps brands like
Coca-Cola and retailers like Canadian Tire and Metro create personalize customer
experiences in digital, mobile, and retail environments, using data and insights from
more than 660 million shoppers across the globe.

Bryan Gildenberg, chief knowledge officer, Kantar Retail will present “Post-Retail: The
Competencies Required For Sellers to Remain Connected To Shoppers”. Gildenberg will intro-
duce the idea of the “Post-Retail Competency Map” — the skills that will be essential for
businesses that want to win mindshare with these shoppers…revolving around three core
areas of “People”, “Products” and “Profits”. 

Understanding the consumer is key to
how retailers can win in today’s environ-
ment. Be sure to attend Grocery Innova-
tions to gain valuable insights into what
you can do to remain in the game! Frank Yeo,

Publisher & Editor

Engaging the Elusive
Consumer

publisher’s perspective

Robin Bradley

Associate Publisher &
National Account Manager

rbradley@mercurypublications.ca

Melanie Bayluk

Western Account 
Manager

mbayluk@mercurypublications.ca
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Supermarket lighting, for every part of the supermarket.
Hornet® HP & Fiato® Accents, SlimBar, Producer®, Hornet® HP Pendant.     

Discover what the right light can do for your business at amerlux.com/supermarket.
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Quality Foods’ Trio Receive Life Member 
Designations from CFIG

Scott Mitchell, chair of the Canadian Federation of Indepen-
dent Grocers (CFIG), Thomas A. Barlow, president and CEO,
and the CFIG Board of Directors are pleased to announce Ken
Schley, Noel Hayward and John Briuolo of Quality Foods in
Vancouver Island, B.C., as the 2014 recipients of CFIG’s presti-
gious Life Member Award in the Independent Grocer category. 

Quality Foods’ story began in 1982 when Ken Schley, John
Briuolo and Noel Hayward, three 20-something grocery workers
from Cranbrook, B.C., took a failed SuperValu at Vancouver

Island’s Qualicum Beach and renamed it Qualicum Foods. 
Today, their stores are known as Quality Foods and have integrated the phrase “an

Island Original” into their communications. “We are one of a very few grocers who con-
tinue to be island-owned and grown,” said Schley. 

From the beginning, the three partners focused on customer service and store design,
combined with exceptional merchandising and leading-edge technology. Community
involvement was also a secret to their longstanding success in the neighbourhoods they
serve. For instance, one of its most successful annual events, attracting upwards of 3,500
visitors a day, is its annual Quality Foods Canadian Open Sand Sculpting Competition that
began in 1982. 

Quality Foods has also been on the forefront of technol-
ogy having launched the country’s first electronic loyalty
program called the Q-Card in 1991, followed by full online
shopping service in 1997. The retailer also has its own app
that helps customers keep tabs on their Q-Card points
and save money. 

“The Quality Foods story is one of inspiration, perse-
verance and collaboration between partners,” said Tom
Barlow, president and CEO of CFIG. “By staying focused
on what their customers want and giving back to the communities in which they operate,
Quality Foods personifies what makes independent grocers a vital part of the Canadian
social fabric.” 

Today, Quality Foods has grown to 12 stores, with just under one thousand full- and
part-time people. 

All three Quality Foods’ retailers will be officially recognized on Monday, September 29th
at Grocery Innovations Canada 2014, Canada’s premier grocery exposition and conference,
during CFIG’s Luncheon of Honour, taking place at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre. 

www.groceryinnovations.com.

Happy Planet
Boosts Sales Team

Happy Planet has changed up its
sales team.

Danielle Pearson has
joined as vice-president
of sales.  She brings a
wealth of experience
and skills from her
tenures with compa-
nies like Natures Path,
Unilever, Nestle and
Diageo including cross-
functional experience in sales, trade
marketing, category management,
business and customer development
with both retailers and manufacturers.  

Lauren Rebar has
moved into the role of
business development
manager.  She brings
over five years of
experience with Happy
Planet — plus a true
passion for the brand
and extensive product
knowledge — as she

applies her talents in support of our
Natural Trade retail partners, our bro-
ker teams and focuses on expanding
our export business.

Cristina Wu is now
Canadian sales coordi-
nator.  She brings six
years of sales and
marketing experience,
including her time
with Sunrise Soya
Foods.  Wu will focus
on debit note manage-
ment as well as providing key analysis
and support to the sales team.

Randal Ius, vice-president of busi-
ness development and Cooper Sim-
monds, business development manag-
er (food service & natural trade) con-
tinue in their current roles, making this
a truly dedicated, powerful, experi-
enced and passionate sales team.
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IDDBA Names Micheal J. Eardley
President, CEO

The International Dairy-Deli-Bakery Association (IDDBA) has
named Michael J. Eardley as its new president and chief executive
officer.  He succeeds Carol Christison who passed away in March,
2014, after leading the association for 31 years.

Eardley will join the IDDBA on August 25 from HEB Grocery Company
in San Antonio, TX where he has worked for the past 13 years in various
roles with increasing responsibility, becoming the director of deli,
cheese, and prepared foods in 2009.

Eardley’s career in grocery started while he was still in grade school
working in the family supermarket.  He then spent 29 years working for
D&W Food Centers in Grand Rapids, MI. Eardley was director of foodser-
vice when D&W opened its first restaurant and its Central Kitchen. He
later became vice-president of Fresh Foods, heading up the meat, pro-
duce, deli, bakery, seafood, floral, and chef departments as well as leadership responsi-
bilities for the Central Kitchen, Meat Plant, Floral Design and Distribution Facility, and
Food Safety Departments.

In 2001, HEB Supermarkets hired Eardley to join their team in San Antonio, TX as
business development manager for deli, meat, and cheese followed by a similar role for
foodservice. In his current role, Eardley is responsible for deli procurement and opera-
tions and works with multiple teams to deliver a great deli customer experience. 

Mr. Eardley commented, “I’m looking forward to working with the talented and hard-
working IDDBA staff and board and welcome the opportunity to develop and meet new
short- and long-term goals that keep the association relevant and a vital resource for
the industry.”  He added, “I’ve been active in the association for a number of years; it’s
a great association in a great industry and I anticipate getting up to speed quickly.”

8 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

McCowan Design 
& Manufacturing
Under New Management

Canada’s leading manufacturer and sup-
plier of innovative, modular merchandis-
ing systems, service counters and point-of-
sales display products to the convenience
store, gas bar, pharmacy and foodservice
industries, is now under new management
and ownership.  Last December, McCowan
was acquired by an affiliate company of
Wilson Display Limited, one of Canada’s
largest store fixture manufacturers.

McCowan will operate as a separate busi-
ness unit and its dedicated team of profes-
sionals will focus on its commitment to its

customers, old and new, from large nation-
al chains that are looking to enhance brand
image and sales, to independents that
need help with store layout and merchan-
dising display solutions.  McCowan will also
continue to provide the industry with high
quality, modular paypoint and service
counters, specialty fixtures, pharmacy and
shelving systems, forecourt merchandis-
ers, security cabinets, tobacco display ban
solutions, waste units and signage.
McCowan Design and Manufacturing is the
only company in the marketplace that pro-
vides a complete package, from concept to
completion... one-stop shopping.

McCowan’s new relationship with Wilson
now gives it access to a wider variety of
quality products and services, including
design and engineering, inventory manage-
ment, global sourcing, logistics and installa-
tion of larger roll-outs.  Wilson Display is the
Canadian partner of Leggett & Platt Store
Fixture Group, based in the United States.

“We look forward to building a larger
and stronger store fixture group through
the addition of McCowan.  Both companies
will mutually benefit from this affiliation
through expanded capabilities and
resources.  Over the many decades of suc-
cessful business, McCowan and Wilson
have demonstrated a deep commitment to
serve retailers and we will continue to
strengthen this tradition.  Together, we will
build our strong presence in North Ameri-
ca; we see an opportunity for many years
of growth for both companies,” said Frank
Ruffolo, president of Wilson Display.
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Glutino Co-Founder Launches New Company: Live Love Snack

Celebrated entrepreneur Steven Singer has announced the official launch of his new company,
Live Love Snack.   With a mission to help America snack smarter, the company will focus on creat-
ing delicious, healthier snacking solutions across a variety of categories. 

Singer built Glutino, the North American leader in gluten-free products as co-founder and pres-
ident.   Glutino was founded in 1999 and sales have risen to well over $65 million annually. The
company was acquired in 2011. 

“I am passionate about giving people smarter choices,” said Steven Singer, founder and CEO of
Live Love Snack. “People should not have to choose between great taste and health. At Live Love Snack, we are com-
mitting ourselves to offering high quality, delicious snacks that people can feel good about eating.” 

The first product line, multigrain chips, will soon be available in a variety of channels including grocery stores, natural food retailers and
big box stores throughout North America. The products are made with high quality ingredients that provide important nutritional benefits.
The products are also all natural, certified gluten-free, and Non-GMO Project verified.

Donaldson Appointed to CEO BCFPA
James Donaldson has been appointed the new CEO of the BCFPA, reporting to Pres-

ident and Board Chair Dave Eto.   Donaldson brings a wealth of experience within the
food industry in BC, having spent the last 20+ years with companies such as Diageo,
Yves Veggie Cuisine, BC Hot House Foods, Maple Leaf Foods and Superior Freeze Dry.

He has a passion for the industry that will serve him well in his new role.   “I’m excit-
ed for this new challenge with the BC Food Processors and look forward to working with
the team and the board of directors to continue to add value to the industry and its
members,” he said.
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Co-op Ads Pop-up Farmers’ Markets
Calgary Co-operative Association (“Co-op”) prides itself on being built around commu-

nity — not just in it. As a long-standing supporter of local farmers, ranchers and produc-
ers, the organization launched a series of pop-up farmers’ markets at Co-op food stores
this past summer. 

“We wanted to demonstrate our commitment to local producers. The best way we
could do that was to continue to promote local food — these events will do exactly that,”
says Ken Woo, chief executive office at Calgary Co-op. 

During Alberta’s plentiful harvest season, Co-op shoppers could participate in three
one-day pop-up farmers’ market events. Each market was home to 12-16 local food pro-
ducers and some of Calgary’s favourite food trucks. 

“Local producers often have a selection of products that customers otherwise wouldn’t
see in traditional grocery stores, which is why markets are a place of discovery,” continued
Woo, “Real food innovation is happening on the farms and ranches themselves — talking
to the producers directly offers a consumer so much insight.” 

Co-op will continue to look for innovative ways of bringing new products to their customers. 

Agropur Acquires
Davisco Foods 
International

Agropur, Canada’s largest dairy
cooperative, and Davisco Foods Inter-
national, a U.S.-based cheese and
dairy ingredients company, have
entered into an agreement for Agrop-
ur to acquire the dairy processing
assets of Davisco. 

“With over US $1 billion in annual
sales, this acquisition is by far the
largest transaction in Agropur’s 76
year history,” said Serge Riendeau,
president of Agropur. “This transac-
tion, combined with the most recent
ones in Canada, will increase our sales
to over CDN $5.8 billion (US $5.4 bil-
lion) on an annualized basis, and we
should reach 5.3 billion litres (12.1 bil-
lion pounds) of milk processed each
year in 41 plants across North Ameri-
ca. As a result of this acquisition, the
U.S. operations of Agropur should
reach the top five cheese and ingredi-
ents processors in the United States to
even better serve its clients.” 

“The world dairy industry is consoli-
dating at an accelerated pace and our
acquisition of Davisco supports our
objective of increasing our global pres-
ence,” said Robert Coallier, CEO,
Agropur. “One of our key business
objectives is to pursue strategic acqui-
sitions to diversify our geographic
markets and product portfolios. This
acquisition, like our other recent ones,
will help solidify the development and
sustainability of our cooperative by
securing a favourable strategic posi-
tioning at all national, North American
and global levels. To remain a leader in
our field, we must pursue and continue
development efforts that aim directly
at profitable growth,” Coallier added. 

The acquisition includes three
Davisco cheese processing factories
in Le Sueur (Minnesota), Jerome
(Idaho) and Lake Norden (South
Dakota). It also includes an ingredi-
ents plant in Nicollet (Minnesota), a
Friendly Confines Cheese Shoppe in
Le Sueur (Minnesota), as well as sales
offices located in Eden Prairie, Min-
nesota (North America sales office),
Shanghai (China sales office), Singa-
pore (Southeast Asia sales office)
and Geneva, Switzerland (Europe
sales office), and distribution centres
located in Rotterdam, the Nether-
lands, and Tianjin, China. 

Davisco produces over 170 million
kg (375 million pounds) of cheese and
80 million kg (180 million pounds) of
whey ingredients annually.
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Uncorking Competition for Beer
and Wine in Ontario

The lack of competition in Ontario’s system for alcoholic bev-
erage retailing causes higher prices for consumers and foregone
government revenue, according to a report from the C.D. Howe
Institute. In “Uncorking a Strange Brew: The Need for More Com-
petition in Ontario’s Alcoholic Beverage Retailing System,”
authors Paul R. Masson and Anindya Sen call for a more compet-
itive system in alcoholic beverage retailing in Ontario, which
would result in increased government revenue, lower prices, and
more convenience for consumers.

“Ontario’s system of alcoholic beverage retailing is a
holdover of the temperance movement in the 1920s,” state the
authors. “As a result, Ontario consumers have restricted
choice in where they can buy their alcoholic beverages, and
they pay higher prices for beer compared to customers shop-

ping in Quebec grocery stores.”
The current Ontario system suffers from various inefficiencies and disadvantages for

purchasers of alcoholic beverages. The report details how the government-created quasi-
monopolies for wine and beer retailing impose excessive costs on consumers and restau-
rants, restrict their menu of choices, and limit the accessibility of stores retailing alcohol.
Masson and Sen add that “This also imposes a distortion on small domestic breweries and
wineries, putting them at a competitive disadvantage relative to a few large Canadian and
foreign producers.”

Masson and Sen rebut defenders of the status quo who argue that increased competi-
tion would lead to lower government revenues. Based on the experience of western
provinces, they argue that increased competition can lead to higher government profits
from alcohol sales.

The report offers policy recommendations that would help level the playing field:

1. Allow grocery and convenience stores to sell beer and wine.
2. Open up the right to operate off-winery stores.
3. Further open up beer retailing by licensing other retail outlets.

The authors conclude that these changes would increase the choices available, and
reduce prices, for Ontario consumers.

To learn how CHEP can help you, visit www.chep.com

Whether you're a manufacturer shipping to Vancouver or a retailer receiving 
products from Newfoundland, you can be certain that CHEP Canada has the 
equipment and network to cover it all. Combine this with three proven pallet 
options, a dedicated service rep for your account, and over 35 years of 
unparalleled experience throughout Canada, and you can trust that CHEP 
will be your supply chain partner today and in the years to come.

CHEP CANADA CAN

CAN YOUR PALLET PROVIDER DO THAT?
ABILITY TO SHIP TO OVER 10,000 LOCATIONS IN CANADA. CHEP     CAN!
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Upcoming EVENTS

Sept. 29-30, 2014

Grocery 
Innovation Canada
Metro Toronto Convention Centre
Toronto, Ontario
For more info: 
www.groceryinnovations.com

October 11-14, 2014

National Frozen &
Refrigerated Foods
Convention
Orlando World Center Marriott
Orlando, Florida, U.S.A.
For more info:
www.nfraweb.org

October 17-19, 2014

Delicious Food Show
Direct Energy Centre, 
Exhibition Place
Toronto, Ontario
For more info: 
www.deliciousfoodshow.com

October 19-23, 2014

SIAL Paris
Paris Nord, Villepinte, France
For more info: 
www.sialparis.com

March 24-25, 2015

Anuga FoodTec
Koelnmesse Fairgrounds
Cologne, Germany
www.anugafoodtec.com

April 13-14, 2015

Grocery 
Showcase West
Vancouver Convention Centre
Vancouver, BC
For more info: www.cfig.ca

market
update

2014 BrandSpark Canadian Ethnic Shopper
Study Results Announced

Canada’s leading market research and insight firm BrandSpark International announced
the results of their 2014 BrandSpark Canadian Ethnic Shopper Study. The study surveyed
more than 8,800 Canadians of Chinese, South Asian and East Asian backgrounds to reveal
insights about shopping habits for everyday products. It reveals the consumer motivation
behind everyday purchasing decisions, as well as consumer attitudes about food and nutri-
tion, health, media habits, the economy, the environment and new technology. Highlights
from the Ethnic Shopper Study are compared with highlights from the previously released
2014 BrandSpark Canadian Shopper Study, which surveyed
more than 100,000 Canadians. The Canadian Ethnic Shop-
per Study was conducted between October and November
2013 with respondents aged 18 and older.

“BrandSpark has been surveying Canadians about their
everyday shopping habits for eleven years. We understand
what Canadians want, and more importantly, we know
exactly what makes them open up their wallets to buy,” said
Robert Levy, president of BrandSpark International. “We
are now digging deeper with our research to understand
and glean insights about different segments of Canadian
shoppers, in this case Canada’s top ethnic groups: Chinese,
South Asian and East Asian Canadians.”

Price is cited more often as the most important factor for
the purchasing decision of Canada’s ethnic shoppers when
compared to the general Canadian shopper. East Asians are

most likely to say that price is the most important factor in
their food purchase decisions, while South Asians are more
likely than other shoppers to be concerned about price for
over-the-counter health and household care products. 

South Asian and East Asian shoppers are most focused
on obtaining their favourite brand regardless of price,
while Chinese shoppers align with the general Canadian
shopper, with just 10 per cent saying they buy the best
brands without much concern about the cost.

Sources of nutritional information differ for Canada’s
ethnic shoppers with most obtaining nutritional informa-
tion online, while product labels are the main source of
nutritional information for the general Canadian shopper. 

Convenience remains more important to Chinese, South
Asian, and East Asian shoppers, who are all more likely
than the average shopper to eat pre-made frozen food
and take-out meals.

Partly driven by where they reside in Canada, and part-
ly by shopping habits and preferences, South and East
Asians are significantly more likely to be frequent Wal-
mart shoppers than the average Canadian, while Chinese
shoppers are likely to shop elsewhere. Costco and T&T
are particularly popular with Chinese shoppers, who are
also more likely to do shopping online. 

Ethnic shoppers have higher smartphone and tablet
ownership rates than the national average. 

Canada’s ethnic consumers spend comparatively less time interacting with traditional
media sources, particularly cable television, and more time consuming content through
online video sites, such as YouTube or Netflix. This underscores the need for advertisers to
adapt their media plans when looking to reach ethnic consumers. 

The study 
surveyed more 
than 8,800 
Canadians of 
Chinese, South
Asian and East
Asian backgrounds
to reveal insights
about shopping
habits for every-
day products.
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You can never be too rich
Introducing new IÖGO Moment. An irresistibly rich 8% fat yogurt, made 
with whole milk, fresh cream and luscious fruits. A launch supported by 
National TV, Foodie magazines, web, social media, in-store support and 
a National couponing program. Sales projections are up. Enjoy the moment. 
Find out more at iogomoment.ca

IÖGO. Owned by Canadian dairy farmers.
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Canadian Survey Shows People Eating
Healthier Than Five Years Ago

Ninety-five per cent of Canadians who responded to a recent survey eat healthier,
more natural foods today than they did five years ago.

The national survey of eating habits — performed by Montreal-based BAM Strategy
on behalf of Catelli Foods Corporation — also reveals that of the 15,593 respondents,
54 per cent said they feel more vibrant and happier when eating healthy, natural foods. 

“What we found most interesting about the survey results is the overwhelming
percentage of people who are consciously making healthier food choices,” said Sandra
Kim, director of marketing for Catelli Foods Corporation, which conducted the survey as
part of the re-launch of its Catelli® Healthy Harvest® pasta brand, made from only one
ingredient — 100 per cent whole grain wheat.

Other survey findings include:

• 75 per cent of respondents said they prefer to buy Canadian or locally-produced foods.

• 85 per cent of those who participated read nutrition labels before buying food 
products to make sure they are healthy.

• 21 per cent of those queried said they associate healthy eating with feeling vibrant;
15 per cent said it makes them feel happier; and 19 per cent cited feeling both more
vibrant and happier. Only six per cent of respondents associate healthy eating with
feeling slimmer.

• 94 per cent of participants prefer to buy natural, one or two-ingredient foods over
processed foods.

• 90 per cent of respondents said that, when given the choice, they would choose 
whole grain wheat products over refined grain wheat (white flour) products.

• While 53 per cent of respondents said both the males and females in their home have
similar eating habits, 43 per cent said the females in their home are more concerned
about healthy eating than the males.

According to nutrition expert Rose Reisman, the results of the study are encouraging.
“After years of awareness-building by food experts through the media, books and other
educational platforms, people appear to be making the connection between the foods
they eat and how they feel,” said Reisman, who has authored 18 cookbooks, including the
recently-launched The Best of Rose Reisman.

Reisman pointed to recent studies that demonstrate the correlation between people’s
food intake and their feeling of vitality.   A study conducted by New Zealand researchers
and published in the November 2013 issue of British Journal of Health Psychology, for
example, found a correlation between eating healthy foods, specifically fruits and veg-
etables, one day and being in a positive mood the next.

Still, certain foods have been shown to provide a greater energy lift than others, Reis-
man emphasized. She identified these five foods as her top vitality-boosters:

• 100 per cent whole grains • Edamame beans
• Berries (fresh or dried) • Orange, red and dark green vegetables
• Greek yogurt

“Each of these foods is effective on its own, but combining them together in one dish
may provide an even better energy boost,” said Reisman, who developed what she calls
a “Vitality-Boosting Pasta Salad” that includes all five of these ingredients and can be
accessed at www.wholegrainpasta.ca.

Ana Dominguez 
New President of
Campbell Canada 

Campbell Company of Canada
has announced the appointment of
Ana Dominguez to the role of pres-
ident.  Her predecessor, Philip
Donne, left the position at the end
of July to pursue entrepreneurial
ventures. 

Mark Alexander, president, Camp-
bell North America, made the
announcement August 25 to the
Canadian Campbell’s team.

“We’re excited to have Dominguez
join Campbell Canada.  She brings
over 20 years experience in the fast
moving consumer goods sector,
both in Canada and internationally,
to the role.  She has a strong track
record of delivering growth and will
continue to work to build our posi-
tion as an industry leader by
strengthening our core and expand-
ing  in to  new
growth areas,”
said Alexander
“I would also
like to recognize
Phil Donne for
his leadership
of the Campbell
business for the
past years and
wish him well in

the next phase of his career.”  
Dominguez will be responsible

for leading the Canadian busi-
ness, including iconic brands like
Campbell’s, V8, Goldfish and Pep-
peridge Farms.  With 700 employ-
ees across the country, Campbell
Canada’s head office and manu-
facturing facility is located in Eto-
bicoke, Ontario.

Dominguez joins Campbell Cana-
da from SC Johnson where she has
held marketing and management
roles of increasing scope and
responsibility since 1997. Most
recently she was general manager,
SC Johnson Canada and prior to
that led the company’s Puerto Rico
and Caribbean operations. She
began her career with Procter &
Gamble in Colombia.

Dominguez will be responsible
for leading the Canadian 
business, including iconic brands
like Campbell’s, V8, Goldfish 
and Pepperidge Farms.

If they can’t SEE them…

� ey can’t 
BUY them!

Stock and Display the Top Sellers to build your 
sales and pro� ts this cough and cold season

Distributed by TFB & Associates Limited, Markham ON L3R 9Z6
® Registered trademark of Lo� house of Fleetwood Ltd.

*   ACN � roat Lozenge market in Grocery, Drug & Mass Merch outlets -  52 weeks to April 5, 2014
** ACN Everyday Cough Drop plus Fisherman's Friend & Excel market, All Channels  -  52 weeks to April 5, 2014

#1 in the Throat Lozenge market with a 40% + share of package sales*
#2 in the Total Cough Drop plus Fisherman’s Friend market.**
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market
update

Government of Canada Proposes Changes to
Nutrition Information on Food Labels
Rona Ambrose, Minister of Health, launched a series of online public 
consultations on proposed changes that will improve the way nutrition
information is presented on labels.

The proposed changes are to the
format of the Nutrition Facts table,
the list of ingredients, the list of nutri-
ents that must appear in the table,
and to the Daily Values.

It also includes changing how ingre-
dients are listed, including grouping
sugars together, so parents and con-
sumers have a clearer picture of how
much sugar is added to the food and
the label is easier to read.

Finally, another key proposal is to
provide guidelines to industry to make

the serving sizes displayed in the Nutrition Facts table more
consistent among similar products.

The overall goal of the proposed changes is to provide
Canadians with the nutrition information they need to make
informed decisions about the foods they buy and prepare
for themselves and their families.

These consultations are part of a broader commitment
made by the Government of Canada during the 2013 Speech
from the Throne to consult with Canadians on how to

improve the way nutrition information in presented on food labels.
The consultations will run for 60 days, from July 14 to September 11, 2014.

Aversion to 
GMOs Becoming
Driving Factor to
Buying Organic

Avoiding GMOs (genetically mod-
ified organisms), for themselves or
their children, is an increasingly
important reason why parents
choose organic food, according to
the Organic Trade Association’s
(OTA’s) U.S. Families’ Organic Atti-
tudes and Beliefs 2014 Tracking
Study, a survey of more than 1,200
households across the nation with
at least one child under 18.

Almost 25 per cent of parents
buying organic said that wanting to
steer clear of genetically modified
foods is now one of their top rea-
sons for selecting organic, the most
in the four years the survey has
been taken, and up significantly
from 16 per cent who said the same
in 2013. Of the fifteen reasons for
buying organic that parents were
asked to rate, not buying GMOs
showed the biggest jump by far
from attitudes a year ago.

Demand  for organic products is
booming, with sales in the United
States jumping to $35.1 billion in
2013, a 12 per cent hike from the pre-
vious year and a new record. OTA’s
survey shows that eight out of ten
American families now make organic
products a part of their grocery list if
not all the time, at least sometimes.

Parents have apparently caught
on. The big decider when purchasing
organic products appears to be the
USDA Organic seal, with nearly three-
quarters of parents saying they
actively seek out that organic seal.



COMMENTARY

The mobile platform has become
a key strategic component for
retailers focused on creating a

compelling in-store experience for
shoppers, enabling clerks to provide
increased service and bringing the point
of sale to the in-lane point of service. 

Below is a list of key must-haves 
for retailers looking to implement
or upgrade their mobile store 
system platform:

Flexible Data Connectivity Options
Retailers must determine how a new

mobile platform operates within their
existing network infrastructure.  Does
it connect directly to legacy systems or
should it run in its own silo?   Flexible
data connectivity will accommodate
legacy systems as well as future tech-
nology investments. This is often
accomplished with a flexible, stan-
dards-based API that also allows enter-
prise legacy systems to achieve con-
nectivity through a translation layer.

Scaleable Mobile Solution
Many retailers are still launching

their first mobile in-store platform,
therefore, they are learning about
their individual store operations
requirements and team capabilities.
To achieve success in this evolution,
the platform should be scaleable to
support a phased implementation.
Retailers should be able to launch a
subset of the full system feature set
in order to migrate to a mobile store
system; for example, a retailer could
launch a system that only implements
inventory lookup to start to enable
the mobile evolution of the store
operations infrastructure.  Addition-
ally, retailers should be able to scale
up the quantity, functionality and
type of devices on the system.   

Secure Support for
Payment Services
Payments accepted on

a mobile platform must be
P2P encrypted in a PTS
certified payment termi-
nal. This is particularly
critical to ensure that data
being passed to tablets and phones
running a commercial ‘open’ platform
do not have access to sensitive card
data and supports achievement of PCI
DSS certification.

Support for Future Payment and
Loyalty Acceptance Methods

Support for future payment and loy-
alty acceptance methods — A retail
mobile platform should support EMV
Chip card acceptance as well as QR Code
and Beacon technology.  EMV support
ensures the ability to accommodate the
upcoming EMV liability shift that will
be imposed by the card brands by Octo-
ber, 2015. QR Code and Beacon support
position the merchant to accept emerg-
ing loyalty acceptance methods.

Flexible User Interface Customizable
to Merchant Staff and Use Case

Retailers have realized that ‘one size
does not fit all’ when it comes to mobile
commercial products in the enterprise.
For example, mobile tablets are used for
consultative selling and phones are
used for line busting.  The retail mobile
platform must allow the retailer to
quickly and easily alter the user inter-
face for various use cases including line
busting, consultative sales and invento-
ry lookup.  In addition, user interfaces
should be seamlessly customized to the
type of device, i.e.: a more detailed and
graphical user interface for tablet use
and a streamlined, no-button-press
interface for line busting. 

Align with Merchants’ Omni 
Channel Strategy

Retailers are now implementing two
types of mobile applications, one for in
store clerk use as an extension of the
traditional POS and another consumer
facing application that is downloaded
to consumer phones and tablets. The
implementation of the mobile platform
must result in a seamless experience
between these two applications as well
as the additional components of the
retailers Omni-Channel strategy.  

Example features of this support
include: 

• Ability to shop online and view 
detailed product descriptions 
from the Retail Mobile Platform. 

• Showcase promotional coupons 
and flyers to ensure customers 
never miss out on a deal.

• Let customers build a shopping 
list or write a review about their 
latest purchases from within 
mobile in-store kiosks or their 
hand-held devices.  

• Allow connectivity with various   
social media applications to 
enable consumers to share 
purchases and registries within 
their network.

• Have customers sign up for in-
store workshops or appointments
using the Retail Mobile Platform.

These must-haves support a retail
mobile platform that raises sales
assistant productivity, heightens brand
awareness and supports the delivery
of an enhanced shopping experience.

●

By Greg Burch, vice-president mobile, business development and ISV Relationships, Ingenico North America

Must-haves 
for Retailers’ Mobile Platforms
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There’s a new full service supermarket in the town of Penhold,
Alberta — enticing customers to stay at home to shop,
instead of heading into Red Deer.

Family Foods built and owns the new 16,000-
square-foot building that houses Penhold Family
Foods, which opened in July and occupies 13,000
square feet of the building’s total space. There is also
3,000 square feet for three smaller tenants (which
include a bank and a pizza shop so far). 

The response to the new grocery store has been “over-
whelming,” says Gerry Knebel, owner, operator and presi-
dent of Family Foods in Penhold and the nearby town of
Blackfalds. “We built the store to suit the community.”

Knebel designed the new store, with the help of
his three partners: his son, Rich Knebel; and
Doug Domoney and Joe Tait. Located on
Highway 2A in the centre of Penhold,
approximately eight kilometres
south of Red Deer, Penhold Family
Foods includes a full service deli
and fresh bakery, a fresh meat
department, and a large fresh pro-
duce department. 

The supermarket is the anchor ten-
ant in Hawkridge shopping centre,
which also includes a pharmacy, real
estate agency, Subway, doctor’s office
and dental office, with an additional
19 retail outlets under construction. 
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ON OUR COVER

By Jaqueline Louie



ment is black, with grey
and dark walls to match.
All signage has been
made locally, with mod-
ern stainless steel letter-
ing. There is plenty of light, with out-
door colonial style street lamps down the
middle of the produce floor, while the

store’s open ceiling fea-
tures subdued lighting.

“It’s not harsh. We use lots of LED lights
throughout, even in the refrigerated
coolers and freezers, to soften the atmos-
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phere,” Knebel says.  “It’s ultra modern — that’s
what customers have expressed to us. It’s a very, very
comfortable store to shop in.”

Penhold is a bedroom community for Red Deer, and
the area has a large concentration of young families.
To cater to this demographic, Penhold Family Foods
features an extensive frozen food section with frozen

prepared foods.
Many customers have already told Penhold Family Foods that

because of the new store, they won’t have to drive to Red Deer
to shop any more.

“Even people from Red Deer come out to our stores to shop,”
Knebel says, explaining that because Family Foods is complete-
ly independent, it can more easily cater to customers’ wishes and
needs in a more personalized way.

“If a customer requests something, we’re able to find it and
bring it in. That has really worked well for us. We are able to

bring product in and adapt it to the community’s needs.” 
For example, both stores feature a British foods section. One

of the most popular British products with local customers is
vanilla and cherry coca cola. “We import huge quantities.” 

The stores also cater to customers who want products from the
Netherlands, carrying a large selection of Dutch foods. Both stores
also feature a gluten-free section, in response to strong demand,
and both stores carry more than 400 varieties of Keurig coffee. 

“We have people coming from hundreds of miles. They will lit-
erally spend over a thousand dollars on one trip in our stores
because of the variety they can get here.”

It was 15 years ago that Knebel opened his original 3,000-
square-foot store in Penhold, a bedroom community of Red Deer
that has seen tremendous growth in the past several years. Pen-
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Shoppers want to be
comfortable when they
shop, and to meet this
need, Penhold Family
Foods features extra wide aisles. “There is
lots of space for customers to shop in this
size of store,” Knebel says, noting that
all offices and staff facilities are located
upstairs, which has allowed the main
floor to be dedicated to shopping.

The store includes wood-grained floor-
ing throughout. The refrigerator equip-



125 ClearWill Avenue, Red Deer, Alberta  T4E 0A1
Ph: 403 342 1155 • Fx: 403 347 5530  www.mcmullens.ca

Congratulations Penhold Family Foods
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hold has grown from a population of
about 1,800 just four years ago, to
approximately 3,500 today. And Knebel
expects the popula-
tion to double again
in the next three to
four years.

“As the town grew, we decided
to grow with it,” he notes.

Penhold Family Foods employs
approximately 30 workers, and Blackfalds
Family Foods employs approximately 60.

As the largest independent grocery
store in central Alberta, it’s a natural for
Family Foods to be heavily involved in the

local community as a sponsor and donor,
supporting everything from sports clubs
to charitable and community events. 

“We give to the community because
they give back to us,” says Knebel,

who has been in the grocery business
for decades. He was a senior manager
with Canada Safeway for more than 25
years in Canada and Australia, then
branched out on his own about 20
years ago. He owned a store in Red
Deer, then sold it and built his stores
in Penhold and in Blackfalds. 

Family Foods has been operating in
Blackfalds for the past 10 years. This store,
which has doubled in size since first open-
ing its doors 10 years ago, now occupies
18,000 square feet. Family Foods is negoti-
ating to expand the Blackfalds store yet
again, up to 32,000 square feet. With the
increased size of store, Knebel anticipates
hiring another 20 employees, bringing the
total number of employees in the Black-
falds store to approximately 80.

In addition to good customer relation-
ships, Family Foods has thrived thanks to
its strong relationship over the years
with Macdonalds Consolidated.  With the
recent purchase by Sobeys our customers
now are able to purchase the very popu-
lar Compliments brand.

“The brands they supply us with are
both national brands and house brands,
which are very beneficial to us,” Knebel
says. “They’ve also been there to help us
when we’re looking to update our stores
and realign them. When we build new
stores they’re always there to help us set
up and give us their expertise. In this
business, with the multitude of new
products that are on the market, it’s
extremely important that we update our
stores on a regular basis.”

For Family Foods, it’s all part of the
formula for success in the highly com-
petitive grocery industry — now, and
into the foreseeable future.  ●
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Until recently, any analysis of the hot beverage category
would focus exclusively on details: sales gains made by
tea due to its new-found appeal as a `hip’ beverage, for

example, or coffee steamrolling over all competitors as usual.
But one trend in 2014 is sweeping the entire category and

prompting hot beverage manufacturers to make major produc-
tion changes so as not to be left behind — and that trend
takes the form of a plastic cup about the size of a golf ball.

Brian Kubicki, vice-president, marketing, Massimo Zanetti
Beverage USA, points out that in the coffee sector alone,
“Single serve has played an important role in bringing incre-

mental dollar growth to a mature category.  It has brought in
new users and has helped create new usage occasions for the
coffee category.

New users, usage occasions and incremental growth in a
category whose consumers spend the most money per shopping
trip means that retailers really need to find a way to expand
their coffee aisle to capitalize on this trend.”

Louise Roberge, president of the Tea Association of Canada,
points out that the rise of the single serve pod is entirely due
to convenience and could theoretically one day cause the end
of the once-invincible ceremony of steeping tea. “Last year we

HOT BEVERAGES

By Robin Brunet

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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commissioned Nielsen to develop a survey
about tea, and one of the findings was that
an increasing number of people regard even
the simple process of boiling water as too
inconvenient,” she says. “Pods solve that
problem. That’s why although our survey
found that 96 per cent of consumers still
use tea bags and 43 per cent use loose leaf,
about 26 per cent of people are using pods
— and that percentage is growing.” 

Roberge adds that it’s younger people
between their 20s and 40s who are dri-
ving the growth.

Canada is even outdoing the Ameri-
cans in its love for single serve: the Cof-
fee Association of Canada (CAC) reports
that single-cup brewer ownership
amongst consumers is markedly higher in
Canada than in the United States (20 per
cent versus 12 per cent).

So prevalent are single serve pods that
new manufacturers to the hot beverages
market don’t think twice about gearing
their production accordingly. Such is the
case with Counting Sheep Coffee, whose
product (first introduced last year) is the
first coffee specifically formulated to
help consumers sleep at night. 

Counting Sheep founding partner
Deland Jessop notes that while bagged

coffee represents the bulk of his compa-
ny’s sales to retailers, “The pods growth
is huge. No question we had to jump on
the bandwagon.” 

Jessop predicts the phenomenon will
intensify even further in the near future
thanks to Keurig’s K-Cup patent expiring
at the end of 2012. “This has opened the
floodgates for competitors, and the clear
winner is consumers in terms of price
point and variety of product,” he says.

But Keurig is hardly relinquishing its
status as the brand most people associate

with single serve: this fall it’s launching its
most advanced hot beverage system devel-
oped to date, the Keurig 2.0, which brews
single cups as well as carafes (a potential
game changer for the single serve sector).
The system will accommodate all of 125
different beverages and 20-plus brands
currently available on the market.

The rapid evolution of single-serve has
already enabled some manufacturers to
provide consumers with more bang for
their buck. “The prevailing criticism of
standard pods has always been that the
beverage tastes a little weak, and that’s
because most cups contain between nine
and 10 grams of coffee,” says John Darch,
co-founder of Doi Chaang Coffee Company.
“So we put 11.5 grams into each of our
cups, and that is one of several strategies
that has helped us grow our business by
25 per cent yearly for the past five years.”

Massimo Zanetti Beverage distinguish-
es itself from the competition in the sin-
gle-serve realm with its filter cup, which
contains 35 per cent less plastic than the
leading format due to the elimination of
the bottom of the cup. “It looks like a
mini-version of a filter brewer and allows
the consumer to experience the aroma of
the coffee before brewing,” says Kubicki.
“It also brews a better tasting cup and is
more eco-friendly.”

But although Keurig K-Cups alone have
grown so popular that they now account
for roughly a quarter of the U.S. ground
coffee market, Kubicki stresses that
“Overall, single-serve and ground coffee
are largely complementary. The sub-seg-

ments actually meet different needs,
many times for the same consumer. 

“In fact, our research tells us that two
of every three single-serve buyers also
purchase ground coffee. It’s important
that the industry doesn’t continue to be
so enamoured with the single-serve seg-
ment that it forgets to pay attention to
ground cans and bags, which still account
for most of the cups of coffee consumed.”

Sara Yuristy, communications specialist
for Choices Markets, says that although
single-serve is becoming more prevalent
on her stores’ shelves, “Consumers are still
buying coffee in bulk, and the in-store
grinders are as popular as ever. I doubt
that will change anytime soon.”

In the coffee category, Tim Hortons is
delivering a one-two punch: not only has
the wildly-popular brand entered grocery
stores in full force this summer, it has
made its single-serve coffees available in
stores across the country.  “The grocery

Choices Markets have observed consumers continuing to buy their coffee in bulk despite single-serve
coffees becoming more prevalent.

Keurig K-Cups account for roughly 25 per cent
of the U.S. ground coffee market.

Global coffee leader Massimo Zanetti Beverage is expanding its successful U.S. brands in the Western Canadian market.

Longtime Canadian favorite Hills Bros. coffee is growing beyond canned varieties to new single serve fi lter cups. The unique 
single serve cup design is compatible with Keurig* style brewers but delivers the full fl avor and aroma of traditionally brewed 
coffee. It’s a Better Cup by Design™.

Kauai Coffee - the best-selling brand of Hawaiian Coffee in the United States** - is now available in Western Canada in single serve 
fi lter cups with three rich, tropical blends and two delicious fl avors***.  

Chock full o’Nuts, the top New York style coffee, is rolling out a full range of blends 
across its can product line and single serve fi lter cups. Add The Heavenly Coffee™ to 
your assortment.

Massimo Zanetti Beverage is a powerful force in the coffee market throughout North and 
South America, across Europe, Asia, Africa and beyond. Our expertise in every aspect of 
the coffee industry and our singular focus on coffee are what make us Coffee Complete™.

Share in our passion for coffee. Contact Brian Piazza at 604-572-8686 or email bryan.piazza@asmnet.com 
*Keurig is a trademark of Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. Massimo Zanetti Beverage single serve cups are not affi liated not approved by Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. 

**AC Nielsen ScanTrak 52 weeks ending 7/5/14. *** Flavors available in Spring 2015.

Grounds for Celebration 
Top coffee brands expand to Western Canada

Global coffee leader Massimo Zanetti Beverage is expanding its successful U.S. brands in the Western Canadian market.

Top coffee brands expand to Western Canada

With less plastic, 
it’s the smarter 
choice for our 
environment.

Introducing 
single serve cups

A Better Cup by Design™

continued on page 32
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The coffee that’s loved by millions is now coming to your store. Your shoppers  
can enjoy the same rich, smooth and delicious taste of McCafé® Premium Roast coffee,  
right at home.

Here are a few reasons to get even more excited for McCafé®:

• McCafé® is the #2 brand in Away From Home coffee in Canada1

•  McDonald’s® has more than doubled its share of brewed coffee (without including 
restaurant expansion) since 20081 

•  McCafé® is launching with 4 SKUs across R&G, TASSIMO and Keurig™  
compatible pods

Talk to your  representative for more information.

1The NPD Group/Crest®, Year Ending February 2014.
©2014 McDonald’s. 2014 Kraft Canada Inc. All rights reserved.
TASSIMO and DESIGN are Trademarks Used Under License.
Works with KeurigTM K-CupTM brewing systems.  Not compatible with Keurig VueTM coffee makers. KeurigTM, Keurig VueTM, 
and K-CupTM are registered trademarks of Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. and its related companies. Kraft Canada Inc. is not 
affiliated with Keurig Green Mountain, Inc., and its related companies.

The coffee that’s  
enjoyed by millions  

can now be enjoyed  
by millions more.
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Leave ‘em Dangling
Doi Chaang Coffee brands such as Single-Estate
Dark have been formulated to impart intensely bold
richness and a complexity of flavours. 

“Danglers are a good way to draw people’s 
attention the fact these are organic and fair trade
products,” says John Darch. 

Merch on Demand
Counting Sheep Coffee’s Lights Out! and Bedtime
Blend are the only coffee specifically manufactured
with organic valerian to provide consumers with a
good night’s sleep.

“Retailers can rely on us for display cases, 
posters and shelf talkers, and we’re happy to stage
demos if requested,” says Deland Jessop.

Mighty Healing Power
Yogi Teas’ Egyptian Licorice and Lemon Ginger are
the company’s top-selling brands in Canada due to
their restorative properties and great taste. “We
suggest brand-blocking and grouping by function,”
says Trista Awtrey. 

“This draws attention to the health benefits 
of our products.”

Like Wine
The Massimo Zanetti Beverage brands of coffee,
including Hills Bros., should be treated as a destina-
tion category akin to wine, according to MZB’s Brian
Kubicki: “Shopper experience should be maximized
through variety, sampling and perhaps some educa-
tion about a category that is so much more than
just a beverage.”

Definitely Demo
Four O’Clock Black Forest Cupcake is one of several
new seasonal teas from Trans Herb. 

“Our seasonals attract attention whether displayed
in end caps or put in floor displays, but you can’t
beat demos for showing people first-hand how
great these teas taste,” says Christian Sauve. 

Product Showcase
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segment represents approximately 40 per
cent of the overall single-serve market
dollars,” Tim Hortons CEO Marc Ceira told
the press earlier this year. “By extending
our participation to the grocery channel,
we are meeting unmet needs for loyal
Tim Hortons guests, and we believe we
can grow our share of the overall grocery
coffee sales benefiting the restaurant
owners and the company.”

However, if Tim Hortons’ muscling its
way onto retail shelves is a concern for
competitors, they are maintaining a pos-
itive attitude. “Tim Hortons’ brand equi-
ty in Canada allows it to charge a premi-
um price for a product that resonates
well with consumers,” concedes Kubicki.
“It’s important to offer choice, because
consumers are looking for a range of
offerings in brands, origins, roast levels
and flavours. Much like the wine catego-
ry, they may have a favourite brand or
variety, but they will experiment and try
new coffees for the experience.”

To which Darch adds, “Tim Hortons’
entry into grocery stores doesn’t affect us
personally. In fact, I read somewhere that
companies of this nature don’t do well in
retail over the long haul because they’re
supposed to be destinations, and the retail
presence compromises that experience.”

Trends aside, coffee remains the domi-
nant beverage overall in Canada accord-
ing to the CAC, with only tap water
enjoying equally high past-day penetra-
tion. The CAC has found that approxi-
mately two-thirds of adult Canadians (65
per cent) consumed coffee in the past-
day, and that three-quarters of Canadi-
ans aged 18-79 (78 per cent) have con-
sumed coffee in the past week. 

Moreover, roughly three-quarters of
consumers who drank coffee past-day
consumed it in-home (78 per cent), com-
pared to only 37 per cent who consumed
coffee out-of-home.

Research by Nielsen supports the CAC’s
findings: according to the Nielsen Calen-
dar 2013 Data, coffee is by far and away
the number one hot beverage category in
dollar volume, and it’s been the top
growth category in all of dry grocery over
the last three years (+10.7 per cent three
year CAGR). The data demonstrates that
coffee is also very important to retailers,
because consumers who have coffee in
their basket spend the highest amount
per household per shopping trip ($78.47).

continued on page 36

Has your grocery store recently:
• opened?
• done renovations?
• had a change in management?
• expanded?
• celebrated an anniversary?
• rebranded?

If yes, please contact Robin Bradley
Tel: 1-800-337-6372 or email: rbradley@mercurypublications.ca

WHAT MAKES
YOUR STORE

SO SPECIAL?

Let us tell the West Why Your Store is so Special!
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T
ea started its amazing journey
some 5,000 years ago in the moun-
tainous regions of Yunnan - China.

It was used for medicinal purposes, and
coveted for its countless health benefits
long before modern medicine delivered
us more concrete evidence of its power-
ful phytochemicals and nutrients. Loaded
with antioxidants, particular EGCG (Epi-
gallocatechin gallate) — Yes, quite a
mouthful — tea has shown to be useful in
the prevention of many diseases.

You might have heard all of this
already. After all, the Canadian loose-
leaf tea revolution started around 15
years ago when the first premium tea
boutiques began to surface. Since then,
Canadians have learned to appreciate
the varieties and health benefits found
in the products sold in these specialty
boutiques. Many of these stores boast
well over 100 flavours and treasures,
gathered from every remote corner of
the globe.

Restaurateurs have finally caught on
to this, and it is much easier to find the
quality loose-leaf teas one has become
accustomed to through the various
retailers and many coffee shops. This is
for good reason. Major coffee shop
operators are recognizing the change
towards premium loose-leaf tea and
they are working hard not to miss the
boat. So, just when it appears to be as
good as it gets in terms of finding qual-
ity and variety, two more changes have
appeared on the horizon.
Current research from Agri Foods

Canada predicts a rise of 40 per cent in
Canadian tea consumption by 2020.
Those are big numbers by any stan-

dards. However, more interesting yet is

the fact that this prediction applies to
premium tea only. Knowledge is power
and an educated consumer is the most
powerful driving force. No longer will
mediocre tea dust, falsely sold as
Orange Pekoe grade suffice. Grocery
store shelves will see an increase in
loose-leaf consumption. Tea aisles have
grown significantly over the last few
years and quality will triumph. 
The most interesting part about this

development is that these consumers
are not currently purchasing tea in the
grocery stores. This fast-growing seg-
ment of educated tea buyers will shop
for their groceries and then purchase
their tea in a specialty tea boutique
because there is no comparable prod-
uct available in most grocery stores.
This leads to incremental sales without
cannibalization of the category. Better
even; loose-leaf delivers great margins
and can still be sold for less than what a
specialty boutique would charge.
The demographic of tea drinkers is

amongst the widest in any industry.
Younger generations are drawn to tea
shops and with that, are exposed to a
quality rarely found in grocery stores.
That of course is a good development.
Most would agree that “Once you have
had good tea you can’t go back”.
It is however not only the younger gen-

eration that have discovered the countless
health benefits and superior flavours of
loose-leaf tea. Research has shown that
consumers associate loose-leaf tea with a
higher level of purity, health benefits and a
better overall lifestyle.
Some mainstream retailers as well as

independent grocers have cashed in by
launching super premium teas in their
stores this summer. This might not seem
like anything special, however until
recently, the finest teas were limited to
specialty shops. This new approach
might just change the way we purchase
tea and with it bring better quality to
mainstream retailers. This is a significant
change, in a world where shelf space is
more valuable than the average German
sports car. Companies like Tea Squared
are introducing 16 new and exciting
flavours and the quality puts some of the
speciality tea stores to shame. At last we
are able to purchase top-quality loose-
leaf in a convenient location. Steps like
these show us that “granny’s cup of tea”
is no longer the norm, and we have final-
ly traded the soggy old bag for premium,
all natural, non-gmo, gluten free, kosher
and organic gems.
And why not indeed? Premium loose-

leaf is still one of the cheapest beverages
on the planet. Not only that, it also
yields about three times as many cups
than a package of upscale tea bags for
about the same price.
The second part of this “revolution” is

one that excites me tremendously as a
former chef and restaurant owner.
As already mentioned, tea started its

journey not only as a medicinal product ,
but also as sustenance, currency and

eventually as a culinary treat for the
wealthy. It took thousands of years for tea
to become the staple beverage it is today.
The leaves of the tea plant (Camellia

Sinensis) were boiled with ginger and
spices, used as flavouring for food and
pickled or eaten as salads. In Tibet, tea is
still boiled with Yak butter for suste-
nance.   I am happy to report that this tra-
dition has resurfaced with a vengeance.
Chefs and mixologists all over the world
have re-invented the use for this amazing
and incredibly versatile ingredient. 
Many of such teas also make amazing

iced teas and lattes and lend them-
selves to cocktails.
Michael Tremblay, the only certified Sake

sommelier I know, currently has his second
home at “Ki” on Bay street in Toronto.
Michael highlights “Sleepyhead”, a herbal
blend of camomile, lemongrass, rose hip
and orange blossoms. He makes a strong
and sweet infusion, using simple syrup.
Naturally, his match of choice is a clean and
crisp Sake from Kyoto. He loves the silky
texture of these sakes as a perfect com-
panion to the refreshing tea. Garnished
with a stalk of lemongrass; this is a perfect
addition to the summer backyard party.
Nishan Nepulongoda — an award-

winning mixologist at Blowfish restau-
rant uses Lapsang Souchong. This tea is
smoked over pine amber and is reminis-
cent of the soothing scent of a camp-
fire. Nish makes a base by infusing the
tea with ginger and maple syrup. He
teams it up with Bombay Saphire Gin,
sweet Vermouth and lime juice. He
completes his aperitif with rosemary
and maple bitters.
Once again in history, tea has

managed to delight, nourish, sooth,
excite and stimulate our body and
senses. It continues to bring plea-
sure to us in ways few other foods
and drinks are able to. 
I hope you, too, feel stimulated after

you read this article, to think “outside
the pot” and make tea part of your culi-
nary journey.
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No pun intended. However, that steam now 
comes in many liquid as well as solid applications.
But more on that later.

Frank Weber is the owner of Toronto-based
importer and wholesaler “Tea Squared”.
Frank had been a pioneer in the Canadian
tea industry and is currently working with
chefs and mixologists all over the country
on a compilation of tea-infused recipes. 
If you would like to contribute to the
knowledge base, please contact
info@teasquared.ca

www.teasquared.ca

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Here’s a retail truism: as opera-
tional complexity grows, so do
costs. It’s time to quantify how

complexity can compound costs, stifle
sales and drain profits. And it’s time to
do something about it. I have a solution.

Managing a single store is no cakewalk.
But managing the complexities of a multi-
store operation adds up to more than the
sum of the parts. We might say it’s com-
plexity squared. A growing list of tasks and
stores, the impact of geographic disper-
sion, conflicting priorities and the ever-
present human factor mean retailers’ chal-

lenges grow exponentially, not linearly.
This is no more so than in the area of

retail merchandising, where the complex-
ity in managing endless changes in mar-
keting initiatives, pricing, signage and
more can hamper a manager’s ability to
deliver ever higher sale-store sales.

Complexity Creep
Simplifying this exponential explosion

of complexity — call it “complexity creep”
— is the goal. But where to start? In the
belief that “What gets measured gets man-
aged,” an ideal starting point is to mea-
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Given coffee’s staggering sales and con-
sumption figures combined with the might
of single-serve, where does this leave tea?

As Roberge indicates, single-serve is
rapidly infiltrating the tea category, and
tea itself continues to enjoy a renaissance
as a `cool’ beverage amongst younger
imbibers: “The tea story is all about spe-
cialty, and consumers have more varieties
on their shelves than ever: as many as
eight types and close to five brands,
which is terrific news for retailers.”

Roberge bases her remarks on the
Nielsen study commissioned by her associ-
ation and published last September. The
2013 Tea Time Survey explored how tea
trends developed in Canada over the past
year and involved 7843 participants, 4,205
of whom drink tea at least once a week. 

The survey found that one in three tea
drinkers consume eight or more cups a
week; it also found that tea has a larger
share of throat than coffee among tea
drinkers, although among total respon-
dents coffee has a larger share. “Addi-
tionally, the survey found that type of
tea, then flavour, then format were the
main considerations of consumers mak-
ing tea purchases,” says Roberge. “This
was followed by price, and then brand.”

As for barriers preventing consumers
from buying tea, caffeine content was cited
as a reason along with inconvenience,
which prompts Roberge to remark, “Now
that pods have addressed the latter issue,
we need to make more of an effort to edu-
cate consumers about the relatively low caf-
feine content of tea compared to coffee.”

Christian Sauve, director, innovation &
new business opportunities for Trans
Herb Inc., confirms that tea of all kinds
“Are doing extremely well at retail level,
and companies such as ours offer premi-
um, herbal, seasonal and just about any
other type of tea you can imagine.” “But
if there was a single consumer demand to
highlight, I think it would be the fact
that people expect benefits from whatev-
er tea they choose, with most of these
benefits associated with health.”

Trista Awtrey brand manager for Yogi
Tea, agrees, but she says an interesting
phenomenon is occurring within the
herbal tea sector: “A lot of people ini-
tially purchase our teas for health rea-
sons, and then they wind up becoming
repeat customers purely because of the
taste of our products.”

For its merchandising possibilities,
Sara Yuristy much prefers tea over coffee.
“We market it in our health aisles as well
as beverage aisles, and there are so many
types of product with clearly-defined
functions that it’s an easy category to
draw attention to,” she says. 

As summer leads into fall, the con-
sumption rate of hot beverages is
expected to rise, providing an even
greater windfall for retailers. However,
rarely has a segment been so well posi-
tioned to increase sales in the long-
term: the convergence of single-serve
technology, young consumers, and new
players to the market offering new
flavour combinations virtually ensures
that the category will achieve new
heights of success in the near future. ●

COMMENTARY By John Ferretti

sure merchandising complexity using an
equation that combines the factors
involved in producing the complexity and
the challenges that complexity produces.

In its most general form, complexity (C)
equals N squared, where N represents the
number of merchandising elements being
managed in a retail situation, or C = N2.

In the context of visual 
merchandising and advertising,
this equation becomes:
RMCI = N2 x S

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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With the back to school season
in full swing, what spreads
are in and what are out? Have

allergies and health concerns killed
the fun of this category, or are the old
standbys as popular as ever?

Mintel, the global supplier of con-
sumer and product information,
reported in April that the $3.9-billion
nut-based and sweet spread industry
grew 34 per cent between 2008-13 in
North America, with the phenomenal
popularity of Nutella prompting sever-
al non-spread brands to enter the
spreads market. 

Mintel predicts that spreads will
increase 65 per cent to reach sales of
over $6-billion by 2018.

Concerns over allergies don’t seem to
have dislodged peanut butter as the
reigning spreads leader, and since 2009
the number of nut or chocolate-based
spreads with non-allergic claims has
actually decreased by 30 per cent,
according to Mintel.

Spreads once considered niche are
on the rise: Mintel reports that 55 per
cent of consumers wish there were
more nut–based and sweet spreads
offering health benefits, and 47 per
cent prefer spreads with health claims
over traditional varieties. Accordingly,
sales of almond, cashew and sunflower
seed butter are on the rise.

Is there a loser amidst all this good
news? “Jam sales have been on the
decline for the past few years due to
concerns over sugar content,” says
Shannon Bowden, brand manager at
Bee Maid Honey Limited. “Honey sales
have benefited as a result: while
spreads in general have grown between
two and three per cent, honey’s growth
in 2014 was four per cent based on
pounds sold.” 

Sugar worries aside, Gay Lea Foods
Co-operative Ltd. is proof that the
spreads category can still accommodate
decadent, fun products.  “We launched
our Cinnamon & Brown Sugar Butter
spread last November and the response
from consumers is terrific,” says Prod-
uct Manager Robert London. “Remem-
ber, items like these are consumed
occasionally, not daily.”
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Where RMCI is the Retail Merchandis-
ing Complexity Index, N is the number of
merchandising tasks involved in present-
ing products, plus their related informa-
tion and pricing, and S equals the num-
ber of stores in a retail chain.

To grasp the significance of complexi-
ty in this retail environment, let’s
assume there are eight steps in imple-
menting a specific merchandising initia-
tive. In this situation for one store, the
RMCI = 82 or a value of 64. If there are 10
stores, the RMCI would be 640, when the
single store value is multiplied by 10.

For a chain of 1,000 stores, the RMCI
would be 64,000, and so on. The larger
the retail chain, the larger the index and
the greater the number of merchandising
challenges. And, of course, the greater
the RMCI, the greater the likelihood of
profit-draining errors.

In the broader context, N represents the
total number of individual tasks assigned
to the store associate. Recognize that a
task like installing a visual merchandising
program should not be considered a single
task if the tools are being installed in dif-
ferent store formats since each format will
require a different execution.

In such a situation, the corporate office
may assume that each task will be execut-
ed perfectly, without exception. In prac-
tice, this work will often compete with
other tasks that associates much manage,
all within the fluid context of the retail
environment, punctuated throughout by
frequent customer engagement. Sales and
profit plans are often based on the notion
that visual merchandising plans will be
executed to perfection.

Using RMCI to Control
Complexity

Retailers can use the RMCI to monitor the
on-the-ground reality of their merchandis-
ing efforts, to measure the relative complex-
ity of those initiatives, and to develop inno-
vative ways to reduce or eliminate the prof-
it-draining effects of “complexity creep.”

Calculating and understanding your
RMCI is vital in these complex situations.
Among other things, RMCI is an indicator
of how well your organization is executing
your merchandising strategies. And as we
know, effective execution at the store level
is key to meeting sales and margin goals.

Let’s walk through a real-world example.
You manage a 1,000-store retail chain.
Your shelf signage is rotated on a regular

But winning the battle over “complex-
ity creep” requires constant vigilance.
Success is often the difference between
efficiency and effectiveness. Orderly,
efficient systems are important. But
efficiency alone won’t get the job done.
It is equally important that your processes
be effective at reaching the goal of
increased sales and profit.

The way retailers can do this is to
adopt the “Lean RMCI Theorem.” This
theorem suggests that retailers should
focus all of their energies on selling
products to consumers and avoid any-
thing that distracts from this mission.
This includes making any product or tool,
or assuming any task at the store level
that can be more effectively outsourced.

In the situation illustrated below, we
see the impact of the Lean RMCI Theo-
rem. In this example, a retailer (blue)
installs a merchandising program incre-
mentally over a period of three days,
while a third party (red) installs the
same program in a single day. Ultimately
the retailer achieves 100 percent execu-
tion of the program, but the conse-
quences (green) of the iterative installa-
tion is a significant period of lost sales
time — the period during which the mer-
chandising program is not fully installed
across the retail chain. This is an exam-
ple of a merchandising program that
might be “efficient,” but which would
certainly not be an “effective” driver of
sales and profits. 

A more effective approach would be
the third party’s rapid installation (red)
— maximizing the time during which the
merchandising program is serving its
intended purpose: driving sales and prof-
it across the enterprise.

Retailers must deploy new and better
tools to master the massive changes that
are adding extraordinary complexity to
retail operations. Without first measuring
this complexity, and then using these
measurements to gauge the effectiveness
of new approaches, retailers will watch
sales and margins diminish as the scope
and scale of their operations increases.  ●

SPREADS

By Robin Brunet

cycle. At each cycle, your store associate
receives a sign kit at the store. Signage
must be unpacked and audited. Sheets of
shelf tags must be separated and turned
down into singles. Tags must be organized
in sequence and sorted by department.
And, of course, tags must be hung in hun-
dreds or even thousands of locations.
Throughout the process, store personnel
may be interrupted constantly and/or
drawn away by other legitimate duties. The
risk of missing an “install by” date is real.
In fact, it is often inevitable. And, when
signage is not installed accurately or on
time, sales suffer and margins decline.

Let’s calculate the RMCI of
such an operation:

1. Unpack and audit tags
2. Tear down tags to singles
3. Organize tags in walk or 

plan-o-gram sequence
4. Group tags into departments
5. Hang tags

So our RMCI equation would 
look like this:

RMCI = N2 x S
Where N = 5 steps and 
S = 1,000 stores

RMCI = 52 x 1,000
RMCI = 25,000

But what if you could reduce that
RMCI to 1,000? In simple terms, you
would dramatically reduce the complexi-
ty of your retail merchandising efforts
and generate significant improvement in
same store sales and operating margins.

Reducing the complexity of your retail
merchandising operations from an RMCI of
25,000 to 1,000 is the product of a simpli-
fied, well-organized, one might say choreo-
graphed operation. The goal is to produce a
set of merchandising materials and instruc-
tions that make foolproof, profitable store-
level execution the rule and not the excep-
tion. The keys to this choreography are:

* Effective data management
* Integrated printing and production
* Coordinated logistics customized 
for your operational needs

In practice, such a system 
would look like this:
Efficiency vs. Effectiveness

John Ferretti is CEO of Foxfire Printing in Newark, DE. Foxfire offers a wide 
range of retail merchandising solutions to retailers nationwide.

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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retailers. “We’re going right up against
Nutella and tapping the same traffic that
product attracts,” says Penotti Canada
Marketing Manager Patricia James. 

Of all the spreads, honey is most
indelibly linked to health attributes.
“For example, consumers flock to our
products because they’re GMO free and
contain no canola,” says Kidd Bros.
Honey Data Provider Diane Thompson.
“Honey is also extremely versatile,
great for baking and dressings.”

Indeed, the versatility of many types
of spreads makes the category a mer-
chandising windfall for retailers. “Cross-
merchandising opportunities are unlimit-
ed,” says Sara Yuristy, communications
specialist for Choices Markets. “In our
stores we have jellies paired with cheeses
in our deli section, plus we place a great
many of the all-natural spreads in our
health care departments as well as the
spreads aisles.”   

Health concerns may predominate, but the public’s love for spreads
of all kinds will probably never go away. Whether the current appeal

of nut-based products will be long-term is anyone’s guess, but one thing
is certain: retailers can stock up on a wide range of items, with every

expectation they won’t remain on the shelves for long.       ●
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Part of Nutella’s success as a spread is
due to marketing that hypes the product
as a good source of nutrition. Benefiting
directly from the Nutella juggernaut are
companies such as J. Gaillard Canada Inc.,
which makes the Penotti brand of nut-
based spreads available to a wide range of

Pure and Sweet
Bee Maid Honey products, including a new special edi-
tion that will be launched next year, have one thing in
common: they’re 100 per cent pure, natural Canadian
honey. Shannon Bowden says her special editions
should be “presented only in a display for maximum visual impact, along with
an eye-catching header card.”

Back to Butter
The Spreadables Cinnamon & Brown Sugar
butter from Gay Lea Foods Co-operative
can be applied to French toast, pan-
cakes, or even on carrots and sweet

potatoes. “Group this product together with our other pure butters in
order to capitalize on the back to butter trend,” says Robert London.
“Samplings with waffles are another effective tactic.” 

Eye Catching
Duo Penotti, available from J. Gaillard Canada, comes in
Chocolate Hazelnut & Vanilla and Chocolate Hazelnut &
Caramel and is made using sustainably sourced ingredients.
“Ensure that Duo is displayed at eye-level on shelves,
because its dual ingredients are clearly visible through the
glass jar and catch the eye,” says Patricia James.

Drop It or Pair It
Penotti Cookinotti from J. Gaillard Canada is a creamy spread
made with caramelized butter biscuits and 100 per cent nat-
ural ingredients. Patricia James says an effective merchandis-
ing strategy “is to do palette drops at the end of aisles. Also,
Cookinotti can be displayed in the baked goods section and
paired with bread.” 

Tag’em
The extensive line of Western Sage honeys (includ-
ing the Glacier brand) from Kidd Bros. is unpasteur-
ized and BCK kosher certified. “Hang tags are useful
in drawing attention to our honeys,” says Diane
Thompson. “We’re also available to work with retail-
ers to fine-tune their merchandising efforts.” 

Product Showcase

Help spread your profits further
with these great products.

Spreads once considered niche are on the rise: 
Mintel reports that 55 per cent of consumers wish there
were more nut–based and sweet spreads offering health
benefits, and 47 per cent prefer spreads with health
claims over traditional varieties.
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What new social
and family dynamics
does the industry face?
RS: We have spent considerable
time understanding how family
dynamics of changed.  We write cards
with the modern family in mind
ensuring we have the perfect cards to
help people with blended families
connect with each other.  For exam-
ple, consumers who have step-moth-
ers tell us that they don’t want cards
that say “like a mom” but rather want
cards to convey the heartfelt message
that their step-parent deserves. We
also feature cards with Canadian
social dynamic changes in mind such
as same-sex marriage. 

What is the main demographic 
for greeting cards?
RS: Seventy per cent of greeting cards are
purchased by women.  Core consumers are
between 18 and 65 years of age.  As con-
sumers’ lifestyles change (families, grand-
children) sending needs increase.

What genres of cards are 
most popular?
RS: Our best-performing cards are cards
with authentic messages.  Consumers tell
us that what the card says is the most
paramount attribute in whether or not
they will buy the card.  Our goal
is to help people live
more meaningful
and happy lives.
We do this by

giving consumers
cards that help them say

what they want to say.  Cards from heart-
felt messages to those with cutting edge
humour all are top performers.

What percentage of the market
does Carlton Cards hold?
RS: Carlton Cards is the market leader in
Canada. We focus on providing our retail
partners with the best product, merchan-
dising and service organization in Canada.
We are a full-service provider offering mul-
tiple card brands to support all consumer
needs. Papyrus and recycled paper greet-
ings are our premium brands for the con-

sumer that wants something extra special.
Our Carlton Cards brand is the No.1 brand
in Canada. It’s our core offering which intro-
duces new collections and special features
on a regular basis to surprise and delight
consumers and keep them coming back to
your store. We also have a full line of core
French product with our Entre Nous brand
and a full-value statement for the price-con-
scious consumer.  Greeting cards are very
profitable category for our retailers.

What new cards does Carlton Cards
have entering the market?
RS: Carlton Cards is continuously offering
new cards in the Canadian marketplace.

This Fall we partnered with Turnowsky
— a global brand from Tel Aviv
specializing in luxury paper
products, unique designs and
original gifts.  For Halloween
we are launching an exclu-
sive collection of cards called
“Boogie Fever” — the card
opens to a stage full of
pop-up Halloween characters

dancing to the beat of a popu-
lar song. Lastly, just in time for

Christmas we have a collection
called ‘Finishing Touch’ — featur-
ing cute illustrated characters,

warm copy, festive music
and interactive panels,

each one offers a
great way to spread

some holiday cheer!

How does seasonality play a role
in Carlton’s business? What 
types of instore opportunities do
you offer the retailer for these 
key selling periods?
RS: Seasonal cards represent about 30
per cent of the greeting card dollars.
Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day,
Father’s Day and Easter are large sending
occasions for cards.  We offer retailers in
department assortments as well as tem-
porary outposts to ensure all customers
have a chance to purchase a card

Where do you see the future of
cards and greetings going?
RS: The future is strong for greeting
cards.  Eighty three per cent of con-
sumers participate in the category and
90 per cent of those consumers tell us
they expect to purchase the same
amount or more cards in the future.    ●
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What does the greeting card 
market currently look like? 
Rod Sturtridge: 

The greeting card industry in Canada is
stable.  Industry dollars have been relative-
ly flat, however, Carlton Cards has seen
continued growth over the past few years.

What is the amount spent on 
greeting cards annually 
in Canada?
RS: The industry is worth $645 Million
dollars annually.

How do less expensive/dollar store
cards affect the market?
RS: Dollar store cards provide an econom-
ical alternative for value-oriented con-
sumers.  The dollar channel has been sta-
ble over the past 10 years representing
about 15 per cent of the total dollars spent.
The dollar card channel share has been sta-
ble through the years although the players
within that market have changed. 

How does social media, online
cards affect the market? 
How has it affected sales over 
the past few years? 

RS: Greeting cards are an emotional cat-
egory. Research shows that when people
want to share a meaningful connection
with someone in their lives be that, alone
or in combination with social media,
greeting cards remain the primary way
that the majority of consumers celebrate
these occasions.  For example, when cele-
brating birthdays 21 per cent of consumers
will send a card alone while an additional
59 per cent will send a card in combination
with an e-card or a post on a friend’s
facebook wall.

Social media has increased the number of
connections that people have giving
them additional opportunities to send
cards. You may send a quick text mes-
sage, tweet or post to wish someone a
happy birthday instantly but following
up with a greeting card demonstrates
the authenticity of the sentiment and
really shows you care. Personally social
media has enabled me to stay in touch
with colleagues from around the world.
It’s great to read updates on their new
career challenges or celebrations within
their families. Social media makes it
convenient for me to keep up to date

with the changes but I always send a
card to let them know I am thinking of
them… a card is more genuine.

What has Carlton Cards done 
to combat the changes in 
the industry?
RS: At Carlton Cards we spend a signifi-
cant amount of time understanding the
greeting card consumer and how they
want to connect with others in their
lives.  We have developed cards that have
the perfect blend of art and words to pro-
vide the perfect means to convey how
much they care for someone else.  We
constantly update our designs to reflect
the voice of today’s consumers that has
kept our industry relevant to consumers.

Q&A

Whether it was a birthday wish, a wish to get we
ll soon or expressing sympathy the

greeting card was the way to let friends and fam
ily know that you were thinking of

them. However, in recent years social media and online cards sent via email have

changed how some consumers now send their greetings. 

Despite these changes Canada’s greeting card in
dustry is still stable and has even seen

growth over the past few years. Greeting cards sti
ll remain a primary way to show a meaning-

ful way to connect with the people in our lives.

Western Grocer Magazine recently spoke with Ca
rlton Cards Ltd. President

Rod Sturtridge to discuss the industry and what
 the future holds for it. 

Carlton Cards continues to show 
growth despite social media 
and changing dynamics.

Genuine 
Connections

By Nicole Sherwood

Cards from 
heart-felt messages 
to those with cutting
edge humour all are 
top performers.
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Rod Sturtridge
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Love it or hate it, the day after
Halloween isn’t just November — it’s the
beginning of the busiest and potentially most
profitable season of the year. From indulgent
treats to appetizers to general merchandise 
— customers fill their carts with items they may
only buy at that time of year.  

And it all adds up. 

Consider holiday snacks and confectionery alone. Statistics
Canada’s most recent figures show Canadians spent $448.5
million at large retailers in December 2012, compared to

an average of $282.4 million in other months of the year. All
told, Canadians spent $4.4 billion on food and beverages in
December 2012, up 14 per cent over the monthly average and
up 13 per cent from November.

Of course, the more they buy from your store, the better —
as long as they see you have it. 

“Visual merchandising is key during this extremely impor-
tant time of the year,” says Sara Clarkson, president of Store-
support Canada. “The confectionery category does a majority of

their sales during the Christmas holidays.”
If you have a smaller store, like Dave Drews of Drews Your

Independent Grocer in Regina, setting up that confectionery
section is a priority. 

“The day after Halloween, we set up our Christmas confec-
tionery. We don’t have a lot of ornamental and general merchan-
dise — we don’t have a lot of room — but definitely the con-
fectionery,” he says. “We will have some items up front near the
tills, but generally they are in a whole section on their own.” 

It’s a smart decision on Drews’ part, backed by some impres-
sive numbers. In 2012, global market research firm NPD Group
found that out of a sample of 4,906 adults celebrating Christmas,
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HOLIDAY MERCHANDISING

By Carolyn Camilleri

Courtesy of Shutterstock 
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50 per cent purchased candy for the hol-
idays and 54 per cent of those did so
with the intention of eating it them-
selves or with their families.

Following candy, chips were purchased
by 38 per cent of adults and crackers and
nuts by 31 per cent (to the credit of
those snacking adults, 36 per cent also
chose fresh fruit). Interestingly, these
figures are separate from candy purchas-
es for gift giving. A whopping 44 per
cent bought candy as gifts. 

Gift giving is an important considera-
tion, says Chantel Seguin, associate
media manager at Tree of Life. 

“The entertaining season would not be
complete without host/hostess gifts,”

she says. “Organic chocolate is a popular
favourite and there is no shortage of
wonderful flavours.” 

Seguin adds that while boxed choco-
late is always a staple, assorted boxes of
biscuits, cookies, and crackers are also
big favourites. “Creative packaging such
as keepsake tins makes these traditional

items special for the
holiday season.” 

But can you make
those displays more
effective? Marion Chan,
principal at Trend
Spotters Consulting,
thinks so. 

“One of the things
that is quite different in the 21st centu-
ry versus the 20th century is that con-
sumers are looking for something that is
a little more engaging, something they
can interact with,” she says, explaining
that displays of similar or related prod-
ucts are great for people coming in specif-
ically for those products. “But if what you

are trying to do is attract somebody to
that set of products and have them take
a closer look, you need something that is
going to catch their attention.” 

And there are a several ways you can do
that, starting with cross-merchandising. 

“Many customers will enter stores with
particular products in mind and others will

simply be just browsing,” says Seguin.
“Cross-selling with different departments
is a great way to bring focus to relevant
products that complement one another.”

Not only does this highlight popular
holiday items, but it also encourages
add-on sales. 

“End caps are a great place for retailers
to incorporate cross-
merchandising in
their stores; they
are both noticeable
and in high-traffic
areas,” says Seguin. 

Hector Hofilena, senior product
manager at Solo Cup Canada, concurs and
recommends creating a “destination
area” in a high-traffic section.

“The holidays are a time for get-togethers
and celebrations wherein party products
such as disposable cups and dinnerware
and special occasion food and beverages

“Cross-selling with different departments is a great way to bring   
focus to relevant products that complement one another.”{ }

The tradition of 
cooking a whole
turkey remains
strong; however some
are turning to turkey
breasts and roasts.

For more information, contact your
Tree of Life® representative
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are in demand,” he says. “Grouping togeth-
er these items in a ‘one-stop’ themed area
will create strong display impact and
increase the chances for impulse purchas-
es, thereby increasing volume sales.” 

When space is an issue, as it is for
Drews, taking advantage of smaller cross-

selling opportunities helps. For example,
shrimp rings are very popular in his store
and he keeps seafood sauces close by.
Similarly, displays of premium crackers,
olives, tapenade, and chutneys in the
cheese section are easy to set up and
take up little space. 

While these visual suggestions
improve profitability, they are also part
of overall customer service — people

appreciate the help.
“What host doesn’t

need help in planning
for the ultimate festive
party? Theme-related
displays are always wel-
come and what a way to
bring new trends into
customers’ homes than
by suggesting bundles of
products,” says Seguin. 

Of course, you can
take that one delicious
step further. 

“Sampling is always
great because [customers]

can either try a recipe that uses those
ingredients or try appetizers or
desserts,” says Chan. “That totally
engages the consumer.” 

Seguin suggests placing these tasting
stations near end caps. “This will draw
even more attention to your items on
display,” she says. 

continued on page 55
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• Sweet and Spicy

Mulled Wine Candy contains only natural gluten and dairy-free ingredients. 

Selected spices such as cinnamon, clove, and vanilla give this candy a rich and distinctive flavour.
When dissolved in hot water, the candy turns into a naturally sweetened, mild spiced tea. 

• Increase Sales Creatively
Dan-D-Pak™ offers festive holiday trays for any occasion. 

The trays are packed with nutritious nuts, decadent dried fruits, crunchy snacks and indulgent
chocolate coated treats — a variety of flavours for every taste. To help our retail partners mer-
chandise the holiday trays, we offer a stackable cardboard tray that can be used for both shelf
and floor display. Get creative and increase your sales.

• Canada’s No.1 Cards
Carlton Cards feature all of the traditional warmth and sentiment that Canadians love
but with some new-to-the-world formats to surprise and delight shoppers. 

For the high-end consumer looking for a specialty card, there’s Christmas Papyrus - Carlton’s
premium brand. For the consumer that wants to laugh this Christmas, there’s Carlton’s Recycled
Paper Greetings. There’s also a full line of value cards for the cost-conscious consumer. 

• Card Tricks
Barrett recommends keeping the greeting card aisles clear of cut cases and other floor
displays, which can block cards and make the aisle difficult to shop. 
“A greeting card shopper will stand in the department for quite some time to find the perfect
card and if she is constantly interrupted by passing carts squeezing by due to narrow aisles, it
may deter her from shopping that department in the future.” 

• Turkey for Everyone
Granny’s Poultry Farmers Cooperative features whole turkeys, as well as boneless
turkey breast, lightly seasoned and marinated with flax oils so it stays moist. 

Jeff Jason Wortzman has also developed turkey breast stuffing recipes: traditional bread, Italian-
style, sausage, and cranberry, almond, brie — to name a few. Recipe cards are available, as well as
website links to tips and recipes.

• Handmade Tradition
Many people don’t like the consistency and flavour of regular marshmallows. 

Aseli marshmallows are different: chewier and available in vanilla, peach, strawberry, lemon,
caramel, and even licorice, as well as in different shapes, including seasonal. “For the 2014 Holiday
season, we recommend our cute Christmas Mix with Santas and Christmas Trees or our 4” Santa
Maxi figures.” (Minimum order: one pallet per sku, nine weeks lead-time.)

Product Showcase
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Sampling stations are also opportunities
to provide information and ask questions
about usage in that category, says Chan. It
also makes shopping fun and interactive —
and that is becoming increasingly important.

“The new consumers, the Millennials,
who are becoming a larger part of the
overall consumer base, particularly in
grocery stores, as they become more
important, every retailers is going to
need to figure out how to make that
shopping experience better,” says Chan. 

These new consumers want “retailtain-
ment” — marketing as entertainment.

“Engage their senses by incorporating
sounds, lights or if possible, a little snack
to make their shopping trip fun and
exciting,” says Seguin.

Chan says entertaining and engaging
your customers can also be accomplished
by educating them — explaining how
something is produced and by whom. It
can also mean teaching them how to
make something. 

While the tradition of cooking a whole
turkey remains strong, many families are
smaller now. Turkey breasts and roasts —
with recipes and ingredients — make

sense alongside whole turkeys. Jason
Wortzman, the director of marketing and
foodservice sales at Granny’s Poultry
Farmers Cooperative, is also a chef — a
chef who loves creating recipes. 

“Recipes that are a little different
along with some of those ingredients
where you are merchandising a product
can help to make that recipe more acces-
sible to consumers,” says Wortzman.

Telling a story about a product gener-
ates engagement, especially if there is a
traditional or cultural twist. Aseli sweets
are a good example. Imported from Ger-

many, where so many Christmas tradi-
tions are rooted, these treats also meet
some other current trends. 

“Aseli is a traditional German family-
owned company from 1921 that is still
making their marshmallows by hand,”
says Max Szelies, CEO of European Food
Group. “The marshmallows are also a per-
fect fit for the current trend where cus-
tomers are getting more and more aware
of their diet. They are made with natural
colours and flavours and are GMO free,
gluten free, and dairy free.”

Another approach is appealing to a

sense of nostalgia. Tammy Barrett of Carl-
ton Cards says their customer research
shows that in these days of super-fast
technology, consumers go the retro route
when it comes to family celebrations.

“Consumers are getting back to the
basics with their own modern spin as a way
of keeping the occasion authentic and gen-
uine,” says Barrett. “Celebrating with tradi-
tions that they knew and loved as children
— the imagery and messaging in the cards
has followed the same trends — bold tradi-
tional colours and finishings with a modern
verse suitable for the way Canadians com-

municate today.”
But all of these dis-

plays take space — and
that’s not always easy. 

Seguin suggests
using end-cap dis-

plays and creating different holiday
themes around the store. “Stores will be
amazed at how effective these can be.”

One of the ways Drews has found to
get around his space issue is by setting
up outside the store in what is effective-
ly a mall-like indoor hallway. “We did a
huge display a couple of years ago that
was mostly President’s Choice pop. It was
the red boxes and the green boxes and it
looked like a present.” 

Creative displays get attention if you
take advantage of effective merchandis-
ing techniques, says Seguin. “Be creative

The holiday season is the busiest
and potentially more profitable
season of the year.

• Mini Adorable
McVitie’s is introducing two new delicious products just in time for the 2014 holiday season: Milk
Chocolate Mini Gingerbread and Digestive Festive Shapes. 

These adorable mini biscuits are perfect for celebrating life’s best moments with 
family and friends. Put these in a stocking to make anyone happy!

• Scottish Snowman
Treat the family to some festive mini pure-butter shortbread stars in this charming
snowman tin wrapped up in a Walkers tartan scarf to keep him warm. 

Find him in stores before he melts away! Each tin contains two bags of eighteen 
mini shortbread stars. 

• Tart, Fruity, and Organic
Cranberry sauce is a tradition across Canadian tables for the festive season; this delicious preser-
vative-free Grown Right organic cranberry sauce is perfect for the season. 

A table filled with festive traditional foods won’t be the same without the 
tart, fruity taste of cranberry sauce!

• It’s Gluten Free!
Mayacamas offers a full range of gravy mixes, made with all natural ingredients 
in a dedicated gluten-free facility. 

These quick and easy gravy packets whip up in minutes and will impress customers this Christ-
mas! Available in four delicious flavours: Brown Gravy, Turkey Gravy, Chicken Gravy and Savoury
Herb Gravy.

• Perfect Stocking Stuffers
Celestial Seasonings handcrafted, all-natural Holiday Teas are a perfect 
way to share the warmth of the season. 

With treasured holiday flavours like gingerbread and candy cane lovingly packaged in boxes
adorned with seasonal images, these delicious teas are a great stocking stuffer for anyone who
appreciates the gift of good health and great flavour!

• Festive Quality
Solo Canada offers a great range of high-quality and festive products such 
as the Solo Squared plastic cup (the red Solo cup!),

It’s My Solo Cup and Solo Varietal Wine Glasses. These items, together with holiday-themed
items, will spur impulse purchase resulting in higher profits.

Product Showcase

“Engage their senses by incorporating sounds, lights or if possible,
a little snack to make their shopping trip fun and exciting.”{ }
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The consumer packaged goods industry invests
billions of dollars every year in effective
sales, marketing and supply chain support

for retail. These investments focus primarily on
things like consumer advertising, marketing new
products, distribution, data systems and technol-
ogy, market research, and so on.  Space manage-
ment determines how all of these other invest-
ments come together at the shelf  — where shop-

pers meet products “face to face”
and most importantly, where
purchase decisions are made. It’s
also an opportunity area for
retailers and suppliers to collab-
orate, by increasing the strategic
focus of planograms (instead of
making “pretty pictures” for
store execution).

Merchandising is regaining
importance for retailers, espe-
cially within category manage-
ment and shopper-centric mer-
chandising models.  A combina-

tion of shifting demographics and changing
industry dynamics, coupled with all of the new
software and technologies available in the indus-
try, is resulting in a shift in the thinking on mer-
chandising best practices. 

In many supplier organizations, space manage-
ment is left to the space management profession-
als within their company, with little consideration
for how new products are going to fit in the
planogram, how to layout the shelf set to optimize
consumer needs, and/or how the new items will
affect the productivity of the total planogram and
the total category for the retailer. Marketing
launches new products, but may not consider the
implications of the new products on the shelf for
the retailer, including inventory, turns and prof-
itability.  Sales “receives” the new product launch,
as well as distribution objectives (which tend to be
“to gain 100 per cent distribution on all new items
at all retailers”).  And the space management team
is usually responsible for fitting all of the new
products on the shelf and making their brand and
new items look particularly impressive.
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and have some fun with it; customers
love something different!” 

Clarkson suggests creating focal points
within the store aisles. “Whereas com-
plete uniformity used to be the way to
go, a change in scenery can draw the eye
and stop tunnel vision. Displays that
draw the eye are what you really want.”

Attention-drawing displays consider
colour, lighting, theme, and creativity
and overlap several departments — and
they encourage impulse buying. 

“Impactful, themed displays and mer-
chandising is important to band together

related products and increase impulse
purchases,” says Hofilena. “We further
recommend including high-quality and
appealing products in the displays to
increase profit potential.”

Using plastic holiday-themed plates
versus regular paper plates as an exam-
ple, Hofilena explains that the holiday
season is when shoppers want to impress
guests, making them more open to buy-
ing special quality items. 

Regardless of how you merchandise,
Clarkson says it is very important to keep
shelves stocked. 

“Volumes move through the store in
these key categories very quickly and ensur-
ing quantities have been ordered and the
product gets out from the back room is a key
area to improve,” she says. “Consumers don’t
have time to go back to the store or wait for
product, so staffing up to ensure that all
areas are properly stocked is key.” 

By the same token, displays that are
poorly presented or cluttered have a neg-
ative effect in any department, for exam-
ple greeting cards. 

“Retailers can encourage extra sales by
assigning a store staff member the task of

straightening and tidying the card depart-
ment for just 15 minutes each day,” says
Barrett. “A neat and tidy department is
easier to shop and will help increase sales.”

Finally, if November 1 arrives and
you’re setting up the same displays and
using the same merchandising strategies
you have in the past, it is probably time
to consider a change.

“If your visual merchandising needs a
facelift, the trends are the way to go,”
says Clarkson. “Don’t just stick with the
same-old strategy: it is eventually going
to end up costing you.”

And don’t underestimate those Millennials.
“[Retailtainment] is really coming into

fruition now and becoming more of a
necessity, as a way of splitting out the
retailers that are going to rise to the top
among the Millennials and the retailers
that are going to continue to fight with
each other for market share,” says Chan.

Rising to the top, maintaining and
growing your market share, increasing
profitability — those sound like New Year’s
resolutions. And it starts with improving
holiday merchandising strategies.         ●

Moving Strategic 
Space Management

Sue Nicholls is the founder
of “Category Management 
Knowledge Group”

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT By Sue Nicholls, CMKG
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It’s a huge department, and it’s an ideal place for busy
consumers to stop in and pick up a variety of pre-
pared foods for dinner or an easy meal on the go.

Hot food and home meal replacement are a growing
market segment. Prepared, ready to go meals offer
plentiful opportunities for retailers to cross-promote products, says Paul Douglas, president of GBS Food Service Equip-
ment, a coast-to-coast distributor of cooking and merchandising equipment, primarily for the retail grocery sector. 

“We believe it is growing,” Douglas says. “Everything we see leads us to the conclusion that operators are going to
continue to invest in this department. Everything seems to tell us that time-stressed families are utilizing this ser-
vice, and they will continue to use it.” 

Retailers on top of their game are spending a lot of time and money beefing up their deli department, according to
Douglas. “If you don’t have some sort of a meal program, you’re not really in the game. The market leaders are the
ones that are taking advantage of the consumer trend towards ready-prepared meals. We see operators investing time,
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DELI DEPARTMENT

By Jaqueline Louie

Deli is one of the fastest-growing segments 
in the grocery industry today.

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Sue Nicholls is the founder of “Category Management Knowledge Group”, an online, accredited category management training company.  
She can be reached at sue@cmkg.org.

Retailers and suppliers in different areas of the busi-
ness (sales, marketing, shopper marketing) need to
stop treating space management as an administrative
and technical function, and to learn more about the
fundamentals of space management, including key
terms, measures, and the basics about planograms.
This knowledge gives organizations competitive advan-
tage, resulting in more focus on the consumer, more
strategic space management, and ultimately, enhanced
business results for both retailers and suppliers.

Regardless of your role (or whether you work for a
retailer or supplier), if you are responsible for making
decisions or recommendations that affect the shelf,
you should have a good understanding of how the
shelf works.  New product launches, product dimen-

sion changes, listings and delist-
ings, promotion, and retailer
strategies can all have an impact
at the shelf.

The complexity of a planogram
may vary by the size of the store,
the software used to create the
planogram and the need of the
retailer. Planograms can be as
simple as a photo of a preset sec-
tion or more detailed with num-
bered peg holes and shelf notches
showing exact placement of each
item.  In basic terms, they are a
graphic image or diagram that
includes fixtures and products
that are specific to a category.

Planograms can turn from a
graphic image into an analytics

engine that populates sales or movement data, which
enables the user to calculate empowering informa-
tion associated with movement on the shelf.  This
includes things like days of supply, turns, profit per
square foot, and so on.  Planograms can also become
marketing tools, through the usage of graphics and
signage in the planogram, and incorporating con-
sumer decision trees into the layout so that the
shelf considers what’s most important to the con-
sumer.  So a planogram can be everything from a
“pretty picture”, to a highly powerful analysis tool.
It is the inputs that go into a planogram that deter-
mine the outputs available.  

There are many inputs that are required in order to
develop effective planograms that will work for a spe-
cific retailer.  First of all, the retailer’s shelf strategies
need to be understood.  Different retailer strategies
can directly affect the shelf layout and overall targets
and objectives for a planogram.  

Here are some examples of retailer strategies
that need to be understood before you can cre-
ate effective planograms for a specific retailer:

• Have standard fixtures
• Maximize shopper friendliness through 

consumer decisions trees
• Be the “First to Shelf” on new items
• Minimize out of stocks
• Minimize excess inventory
• Maximize profit mix

• Maximize private label placement

As a retailer, if you don’t share these “rules & guide-
lines” with your suppliers, the planograms they create
for you won’t work.  And as a supplier, you can waste
much time and resources creating planograms that
will never work for a specific retailer.

Next, the retailer’s fixture dimensions, including
section sizes, gondola measurements, and shelf mea-
surements, need to be input.  Once again, if you don’t
have the proper size information, there is no possible
way that the planograms will work for the retailer.
And every retailer has unique and specific require-
ments that need to be considered.

Lastly, product information needs to be included.
Much detail is required at a product level to maximize
the use of the planogram software.  The addition of
data at an item level turns a planogram from a pretty
picture into an analytical tool.   

Here are some of the outputs that you will be
able to measure by simply adding in weekly
unit sales and cost to your planograms:

• Share of Shelf
• Profit per Sq. Ft
• Sales per Sq. Ft
• Inventory
• Turns
• GMROI
• Shelf Capacity

• Lost Sales / Out of Stocks

The next time that you go to make some strategic
decisions that affect the retailer’s shelf, or make
requests for planograms from your space manage-
ment team, consider digging deeper.  Challenge
yourself to incorporate some of the information
above to better understand how those changes are
going to affect the total category and the shopper.
Ultimately, a strategically-built planogram is a win-
win-win for the retailer, the supplier and, most
importantly, the shopper. ●

Regardless of your 
role (or whether you
work for a retailer or 

supplier), if you 
are responsible for 

making decisions or
recommendations that

affect the shelf, 
you should have a good

understanding of how
the shelf works. 
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money, space and resources in home meal
replacement. They’re doing it because
they see higher margins, and in part
because if they don’t do it the guy down
street is doing it and all of
a sudden, they’re not the
leader any more, they’re
the follower.” 

Stores that are making
the investment of space
and capital by allocating
greater resources to the
hot side of the store,
include Overwaitea in
B.C., as well as Longos,
Loblaws, Fortinos, and
Calgary Co-op.

For its part, Calgary Co-

op has undertaken a number of new initia-
tives to meet consumer demand for conve-
nience and time savings, and its deli depart-
ment is experiencing healthy demand. 

Re-launched this past January, Calgary
Co-op’s deli department is a point of dif-
ferentiation with a fresh focus in a full-
service format.

“We are making a significant transi-
tion with the deli department. Ultimate-
ly, we’re taking the deli to a new place,
moving it back to a full-service, old-

world, European-style deli,” says Calgary
Co-op Deli Operations Director, Ken
Chalmers. “As an organization, we have
identified that deli is a point of differen-
tiation because of what we have. Time-
starved consumers are looking for solu-
tions, time savers and convenience, and
providing those products is where loyalty
will come into play. It’s the full-service of
what we’re trying to do that is vitally
important. It’s having the right amount
of staff at the right time to provide the
service to the customer. There are huge
opportunities associated with providing
a fresh assortment of products. In a full-
service format, that’s going to offer the
consumer the solutions they’re looking for.”

Ten Calgary Co-op stores now feature a
24-foot service deli counter in a full ser-

vice format, filled with more than 80
kinds of deli meats sliced to order to the
customer’s preference. These include
preservative-free, gluten-free and authentic
air-cured products such as prosciuttos,
serrano hams and salamis.  

Another new feature is Calgary Co-op’s
deli salad bar, now available in 10 stores,
featuring 50-plus freshly prepared items,
such as kale, shredded Brussels sprouts,
and shredded beets. “It’s a new take on
salad bars,” Chalmers says.

Consumers are
looking for time
savers and 
convenience
such as ready 
to go meals.

Penhold Family Foods provides consumers
with a full service deli.  credit Jonathan Elhard
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so well received by cus-
tomers that Co-op has
since rolled them out to
more of its stores. Curry bars are now
available in the same 10 stores, with a

Essential Equipment
The equipment used for merchandising
forms an essential part of what 
makes a deli successful. 

Something as simple as a rotisserie can make
a big difference, according to Paul Douglas,
president of GBS Food Service Equipment, who
describes the visual
impact of a rotisserie as
a ‘trigger to purchase.’ 
“A beautiful chick-

en roasting gets the
taste buds going. A
rotisserie is a tremen-
dous tool to mer-
chandise and tell the
consumer what we’re
doing,” he says. “If
they’re a believer in
having meals to go or a home
meal replacement program, the starting
point is with chicken, whether they character-
ize it as rotisserie or not.” 
Another useful piece of equipment, according to

Douglas, is a combi oven, which is efficient,
speedy, and helps manage food flow. 
As a store’s deli department, expertise and mar-

ket grows, the retailer can expand its product offer-
ing from a simple chicken program, to include items
such as ribs, roast beef and pork loins; and starches
such as pastas and potatoes. “You’ll need different
equipment to prepare all this, and then you’ll need
more space,” Douglas says. “The magic to that, is
that the product is going to be held properly at the
right temperature, so when they take it home and
consume it, it’s a positive experience.”

One of the fastest-growing segments for 
grocery stores today is the deli.

In the same 10 stores, Calgary Co-op is
again emphasizing freshness, choice and
full service with its new 32-foot cheese
island case containing an assortment of
150-plus domestic and imported cheeses.
“The department is staffed so that —
should you want your cheese sliced, grat-
ed, or a differently cut or if you simply
want a sample of the product — someone
is there to service you,” Chalmers says.

Another recently introduced program
is Fresh-to-Go, a restaurant-style offer-
ing that is now available in four Calgary
Co-op locations. Fresh-to-Go features Red
Seal chefs who create a complement of
hot and cold foods, with a variety of
meal solutions that are ‘ready to heat’ at
home or ‘ready to eat’ in store. “Fresh to
Go meals are time savers, they offer the
convenience and quality of a restaurant,
at a grocery store price.” 

Curry bars are another new initiative.
Originally unveiled as part of Co-op’s
Fresh-to-Go offering, the curry bars were
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Arbutus Ridge ships its products to retail-
ers frozen, which allows grocery stores to
take out the amounts they need to meet
customer demand. Delis, in turn, will be
able to display Arbutus Ridge Farms’
square cut casseroles in their cases with
signage indicating the cost per piece. 

“It limits the shrink,” McMurray says,

noting that it’s important for retailers to
make the shopping process convenient
for consumers. This “gives the consumer
an opportunity to make an informed
decision on their choice by cost and
nutritional information.” 

Another B.C. company, Bosa Foods, has
also focused on significantly expanding
the selection in its deli offerings in the
past couple of years. A Vancouver-based
specialty food importer and distributor,
Bosa Foods has increased the products it
carries, both in terms of selection and
number, and also in terms of the variety
and range of product lines. 

For instance, Bosa Foods recently
launched a new line of salami imported
from Italy. “The Italian products are very
different from the Spanish products,
which are very different from a lot of
meats made domestically,” says Chris
MacDonald, who handles business devel-
opment for Bosa Foods.

“We try to have all the different seg-
ments of the market represented with
these different product lines, based on
price and quality.” 

In the past five years, Bosa Foods’
imported deli offerings have grown by 50
– 100 per cent in terms of product num-
bers. The domestic offering, in compari-
son, has remained relatively stable.

Merchandising Tip:
Bosa Foods will often hold in-store product demonstrations on weekends, particu-

larly on a Friday or Saturday, sampling cheeses with jelly and crackers, so that cus-
tomers can have a complete tasting experience with an array of different flavours. 

“There are excellent opportunities with cross-merchandising products.
Finding ways to do that helps the grocery side as well. You need both to
complement each other,” says Chris MacDonald, who handles business
development for Bosa Foods. 

selection of hot, fully prepared dishes.
There is butter chicken, chicken vindaloo,
tikka masala and chana masala (vegetari-
an), together with basmati rice, which the
consumer can take home as a meal solu-
tion, or eat immediately in store.

Home meal replacement offers the
convenience that consumers are looking
for, says Debra McMurray, director of
sales and marketing/product develop-
ment at Arbutus Ridge Farms, based in
Duncan, British Columbia. 

An independent food company that
produces food products for retailers across
B.C. and Alberta, Arbutus Ridge Farms
supplies retailers with home meal replace-
ment products — such as meat loaf cup-
cakes, macaroni and cheese, tuna casse-
role and other comfort foods — that are
pre-cooked, pre-baked and pre-portioned.

“Home meal replacement offers the convenience 
that consumers are looking for.”
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products such as jellies, spreads and
condiments. Bosa Foods offers both
imported and domestic jellies and
spreads, such as Okanagan Falls, which
produces a line of B.C.-made products. 

“Deli has always been a consistently
strong area for a lot of retail operations,
just because cheeses and meats tend to be
higher dollar value items. The sales per

square foot for deli tend to be higher than
for grocery overall,” MacDonald says. “In
that sense deli is very important, but it has
to be managed well, like anything else.”

Deli is so much more than meats. For
retailers, the deli department offers a
wide range of merchandising opportuni-
ties that makes this a ‘hot’ department in
more ways than one.  ●
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“Recently, the products we’ve launched
have been more specialty,” MacDonald
notes. “We have the staples in place. Hav-
ing products that are a little more expen-
sive targets a different consumer.”

For Bosa Foods, it’s important to high-
light a variety of items on the deli
counter: meats, cheeses, olives and
antipastos, as well as complementary

Calgary Co-Op re-launched its deli this 
past January with a fresh focus in a 
full service department.

“Deli has always been a consistently strong area for a lot of retail operations, 
just because cheeses and meats tend to be higher dollar value items.”
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Abounty of new flavours and tastes is helping pizza
slice up big sales in the grocery channel. Enticed
by greater variety, gourmet recipes, gluten-free

formulations, and better-for-you options like whole
wheat crusts, consumers are choosing to buy frozen piz-
zas in ever greater numbers. 

These days the average Canadian eats frozen pizza at
least once a month, according to the NPD Group. That’s up
from four times a year just a dozen years ago. 

“In the 52-week period ending June 28, 2014, Canadi-
ans spent nearly $519 million on frozen pizza and anoth-
er $90 million on frozen pizza snacks,” says Carman Alli-

son, vice-president of Consumer Insights, Nielsen. Con-
sumers in Alberta led the way in per-capita purchasing in
the west, spending $58 million on frozen pizza and
another $14.5 million on frozen pizza snacks.  

Rising sales illustrate how grocery channel pizza is tak-
ing a bite out of foodservice with price-conscious offer-
ings that are better-tasting and more enticing with new
flavours and toppings. There’s more variety in the catego-
ry now, with a range of individual and family-size choic-
es for consumers. As the appeal of frozen pizza broadens,
it is cutting into carry-out and delivery occasions from
QSR (quick serve restaurants).  

PIZZA

By Lawrence Herzog

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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driving traffic to the product, and a twit-
ter campaign, @PizzaPops, is using the
playful slogan “Sometimes you just want
what you want.” The response has been
“wonderfully fun with what people are
tweeting back,” Jackson says. “You can see
that people love the personality of the
brand, the irreverence of it, and the good
memories, and they enjoy Pizza Pops today
as they did when they were younger.”

Rising Innovation 
in the Category

Vancouver-based Bosa Foods has just
begun distributing a new line of imported
Italian frozen pizzas, available in four vari-
eties: Margherita (Thin Crust), Vegetarian,
Quattro Formaggi, and Caprese. “We’ve
wanted to delve into the frozen category
with pizza and other Italian specialties

like frozen stuffed pasta and high-quality
frozen Italian desserts for a while,”
explains Chris MacDonald of Bosa Foods. 

“We have seen growth in the so-called
convenience categories, like ready-to-eat
and frozen, as well as food that conforms
with the more recent health trends in
food,” MacDonald says. “Our focus has
been in growing our selection of products
under these categories.”

Rising crust used to be the undisputed
king of the dough, but thin crust has
caught on in a big way, and now there
are more varieties than ever before. Dr.
Oetker’s latest innovation, Casa di Mama
Inferno, is a signature thin crust with a
rising edge, now topped with mini spicy
pepperoni, red hot onion chilis, green
peppers and red onion slices. The new
formulation is aimed at capturing the
rise of what it calls “spicy culture.” 

“With the continually expanding diver-
sity of the Canadian population, there is
increased exposure of ethnic foods to the
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When it comes to choosing frozen pizza
and pizza snacks, consumers say conve-
nience matters most, followed by taste,
NPD reports. Manufacturers know that
innovation is a big part of what is driving
growth in the category. Once they’re open-
ing freezer doors, customers are looking
for variety among their favourite brands. 

“Bringing new interesting flavours and
new tastes to the market drives interest,”
says Catherine Jackson, director of corpo-
rate communications at General Mills
Canada. “Our Pizza Pops are primarily a
teen market, and they love something new
and different with a bit of edgier taste.” 

Pizza Pops is one of those tried-and-
true freezer brand names that has been
around for a long time. “People have
grown up with it, and they have a lot of
love for the product,” Jackson notes. 

This year, Pizza Pops partnered with
another General Mills brand, Yop, to cre-
ate a unique on-pack promotion: ‘Buy
One box of Pizza Pops and Get a Free Yop’.
“The results were excellent,” Jackson
says. “Data shows that we not only drove
promotion effectiveness but also gained
incremental consumers to the category.”

Social media is also playing a role in

Rising Success
Merchandising tips for the
frozen pizza category

Parner Promotions
Customers love the extra 
value they get from partner 
promotions. Dedicating your 
best freezer display space 
to those packages is an 
effective way to build 
category sales. 

— Catherine Jackson, General Mills

Prominent Displays
“To take advantage of the 
consumer’s desire to try 
something different, be sure to
prominently display new products
and flavours. It’s a great way 
to add excitement and keep 
customers checking out 
the frozen pizza section.”

— Chris MacDonald, Bosa Foods

Enticed by the greater variety
and gourmet recipes, the 
average Canadian eats frozen
at least once a month.

broader Canadian consumer marketplace,”
says a release from the company. “Cuisines
featuring more ‘spicy’ foods, including
Indian, Mexican, Chinese, Thai, Afghani,
and Korean, are progressively popular.” 

The rise of foodie culture is also play-
ing a role, as consumers are more willing
to try less traditional pizza ingredients.
A study by Technomic revealed that even
though consumers most prefer tradition-
al pizza ingredients for familiarity and
lower cost, they also enjoy a range of
specialty pizzas and are choosing a wider
variety of crusts, sauces and toppings.  ●
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Many retailers fighting for market
share know firsthand the bene-
fits of price slashing or price

matching but competing on price alone
isn’t the only option available. Savvy
retailers recognize that hard-good essen-
tials like store fixtures can go a long way
to creating the right ambience to encourage
store visits and increase sales. 

The Right Look
“The way a product is displayed can

have a positive impact on consumer
shopping experience,” explains Alain
Charbonneau, sales manager, Etalex. “It’s

a question of how to make the product
appealing. For example, people don’t
often see the shelving but sometimes a
simple change in the colour of the
shelves can make a huge difference in
the appeal of the product.”

Etalex specializes in providing custom
fixtures in metal, shelving, wood furnish-
ings and heavy-duty racking systems.
According to Charbonneau, recent trends
include a move to more colourful displays.

“Some retailers are moving away from
beige shelves to more colourful ones,
such as silver, black or textured finishes,
which can give the products a more excit-

ing look,” he adds. “Shelving colour can
enhance the visual impact of the product.”

Charbonneau admits that the trend to
colour “is like steering a large ship,” it is
a slow and delicate process.

Adding colour can also be accom-
plished with the right lighting.

“No other industry is changing as quick-
ly as the lighting industry is today,” says
Bill Plageman, vice-president of marketing
and product management, AMERLUX LLC.
“LED can now replace just about any other
source used in today’s supermarket with
better delivered lumens/watt and higher
colour rendering ability. It can bring

STORE DESIGN: FIXTURES By Melanie Franner

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Experience Counts
Bryan Vincent can speak firsthand of how important store fix-

tures can be. He spent 23 years with Thrifty Foods, 20 of which
was as director of bulk foods operation.

“If you want to make extra money and drive volumes up, you
can do it with the right store fixtures,” he says, adding that in
their case, having more bins wasn’t the answer. “We got 80
per cent of the sales from 20 per cent of the bins so we decided
that we wanted to get the best bins in the business, which proved
to be Brencar’s. We then used the extra space we got from
eliminating some of the bins for merchandising tables, which we

used to highlight the most
popular items. Our little
bulk department ended up
doing over a $1 million in
sales a year.”

According to Brencar’s
Spear, store fixtures can be
paramount to a retailer’s
success.

“Creating a welcoming
and compelling space is
crucial for the success of
your business,” he says.
“Customer service and

impressive inventory drive sales but so do merchandising fix-
tures. These elements are the core foundation of your business.”

A New Day
Increased competition in the grocery channel, combined with

consumer lifestyle changes, lead to a changing retail landscape
where grocers will need to use all of the tools on hand to main-
tain their customer base.

excitement back to the aisles by delivering
sparkle, colour clarity packaging in the
aisle and great colour to produce, meat
and fish, bakery and floral.”

And adding excitement to the aisles
can be part and parcel of creating that
unique shopping experience — and
increasing sales.

“Store fixtures should be used by food
retailers to attract, guide and influence
shoppers to the high margin, more prof-
itable items throughout the store,” states
Cheryl Beach, manager, marketing commu-
nications, Hussmann Corporation. “Refrig-
erated and non-refrigerated display cases
can also be used to support cross-mer-
chandising within the centre store, to fea-
ture refrigerated and dry products togeth-
er in produce, bakery and deli depart-
ments, and to highlight special product
promotions with end cap displays.”

Highlighting certain products or prod-
uct groupings can also be achieved
through mobile merchandisers.

“These cases address the need for flexible
merchandising options for grab-and-go or
seasonal products by enhancing merchan-
dise visibility in high-traffic areas of the
store,” explains Michael Lehtinen, product
manager, Cases, Heatcraft Kysor/Warren.
“Retailers enjoy the benefits of energy effi-
ciency, rapid relocation and incredibly easy
installation that can be managed by almost
any employee in their store.”

The Competitive 
Landscape

The Euromonitor International June 2014
report on Grocery Retailers in Canada point-
ed to healthy growth for grocery retailers
over the previous year. But, it also spoke of

“ever-growing competition in an already
overcrowded grocery industry”, which led to
consumers seeking out bargains rather than
maintaining brand loyalty.

Overall store appeal is one of the ways in
which Choices Markets seeks to maintain
its customer base and brand loyalty. And
store fixtures play an integral role in this.

“Store fixtures are extremely impor-
tant,” explains Ishkandar Ahmed, chief
executive officer, Choices Markets. “That’s
what creates the retail ambience of the
store. It’s all part of the overall design and
look. Take lighting
for example. If a store
wants a more special-
ty look, it can go
with fancy lighting
fixtures. Then it is
the type of specialty
store that it is. You
can give it a more
boutique feel by hav-
ing spotlights. It all
adds to the shopping
experience.”

Ahmed states that
his company reviews store fixtures “top
to bottom” during every renovation,
which occurs at least once every ten
years. Choices Markets recently complet-
ed renovations on its Cambie location,
changing the fixtures and undergoing a
store expansion.

“We saw a huge increase in sales in
customer count and overall sales as a
result,” he says. “But we don’t know how
much of that was due to the new fixtures
or to the expansion.”

Ahmed adds that store fixtures hold the
potential to change the look of the store

and to generate cost savings.
“If you look at replacing older

refrigeration equipment, for exam-
ple, there have been huge
advances in technology,” he says.
“If you replace that old equip-
ment, you cut down on mainte-
nance costs and you end up with
equipment that has a new, mod-
ern feel to it, which changes the
appearance of your store.”

Industry Specialists
Concur

“We are seeing a change in esthetics
on refrigerated display cases,” explains
Heatcraft Kysor/Warren’s Lehtinen.
“Retailers are looking for display cases
that improve the visual appeal of the
store and the refrigerated merchan-
dise, while lowering energy costs. Fac-
tors such as lighting, enhanced prod-
uct visibility, energy efficient fea-
tures and increased capacity all play
important roles in selecting the best
display case to drive sales and to
improve store esthetics.”

The importance of display cases is
relevant with all cases — refrigerated
or not, big or small. In the case of Bren-
car Inc., the choice of cases can lead to
increased sales.

“Store fixtures contribute to the
retail shopping experience by keeping
the customer interested in your store,”
explains Stu Spear, president, Brencar,
which specializes in bulk food cases.
“To do this, the fixtures need to be well
laid out, clean, full and well tagged
and identified. If a shopper struggles
with the fixture in any way, this
becomes an issue and they might
decide not to purchase that particular
item due to the product’s presentation
and their frustration with it.”

Refrigerated and non-refrigerated display cases such as those
from Hussmann Corporation can help with cross-merchandising
throughout the store.

Kysor Warren knows that the
right display case can lower
energy costs while improving the
store’s visual appeal.

Brencar knows that store fixtures 
contribute to the consumer’s shopping
experience, and that they might not
purchase an item due to presentation.
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“The dynamics of the food retail indus-
try is changing and the shopper will have
a lot of influence over the food retail
experience of the future,” states Huss-
mann Corporation’s Beach. “There is
more competition than ever for that food
retail dollar…Research shows that there
will still be a role for the traditional gro-
cery store but they will need to differen-
tiate themselves from other food retail
outlets. They can do that by providing
their customers with a personal shopping
experience that is convenient and cus-

tomer-service oriented.”
Halo Metrics Inc.’s Marketing Manager,

Ravinder Sangha, speaks of a consumer
shopping experience seamlessly integrated
with the online world, where a consumer
can purchase online and pick up or return
in a store all in one seamless effort.

“I think it means bringing the online expe-
rience to your bricks and mortar store,” he
says. “Staff should have access to tablets for
interactive content which can be presented to
customers to help with product education.
Retailers should allow customers to share their

Choices Markets knows how important store
fixtures are, and that they have the potential
to change the look of the store.

shopping experiences online through store
apps. Pricing should be competitive to what is
available online. And product must be on hand
when the consumer is ready to purchase.”

According to Sangha, these are all
things that will contribute to the new
shopping experience.

“Fixtures need to allow integration of new
technologies while giving consumers full
access to merchandise,” he says. “Part of why
consumers shop at retail locations is instant
gratification. This means having the product
they want on hand to purchase the moment
they make that purchasing decision.”

Preparing for the Future
“We believe that over the next five to 10

years, store design, layout and fixtures
will be influenced by the shoppers looking
for an experience, convenience, value and
connectivity for every shopping trip,”
states Hussmann Corporation’s Beach.

The retailer of the future will have to
reply upon expertise, resources and a
commitment to delivering that all-impor-
tant consumer shopping experience.
Having the proper store fixtures to best
influence that experience will be essen-
tial to continued success. ●
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NATURAL FOODS
By Suley Muratoglu

What do mishapen produce, 
plant-based dyes and the 
Paleo Diet have in common? 

All are aspects of a sweeping North
American trend favouring natural
foods. After decades of escalating

biological and technological intervention in
how our food is grown, processed, packaged
and sold, a significant number of shoppers
yearn to take eating back to a simpler time.

Taking it back further than most are pro-
ponents of the trendy Palaeolithic or
“Paleo” Diet, which recommends eating and
‘exercising’ as our cave dwelling, hunter-
gather ancestors did. Advocates postulate
that today’s industrialized agriculture and
the sedentary lifestyle it spawns are to
blame for our recent epidemics of obesity
and related diseases. Thus fruit, vegetables,
nuts and meat are in, while grains, dairy,
refined sugar and legumes are out. The
whole idea may sound strange, but Ama-
zon.com offers more than 2,500 titles
devoted to the diet  — 250 released since
the start of this spring alone — and a
Google search yields 29  million results.
Recent studies have shown that the diet

can be extremely beneficial to overall
health by lowering blood pressure and cho-
lesterol levels, as well as lowering blood
sugar by helping maintain insulin levels. 

Of course, Paleo Diet proponents are just
one subgroup of the natural foods move-
ment, though many more advocates want to
turn back the clock — just not by epochs.
In Canada, more than 71 per cent of con-
sumers have used a natural health product,
and more than 77 per cent agree that nat-
ural health products, including natural,
organic and probiotic foods, can be used to
maintain or promote health, according to
the Canadian Health Food Association. 

Decades-old practices such as heirloom
vegetable gardening, home canning and
pickling and buying fresh and local foods
from the farmers’ market are also important
elements of today’s natural foods lifestyle. 

Organic is a Subset 
of Natural

Equally important is the definition of ‘nat-
ural’ and its distinction from ‘organic,’ which
is a subset of the broader umbrella of natur-
al foods and described by many industry ana-
lysts “as the most dynamic and rapidly grow-

Courtesy of Shutterstock



Imperfection is OK in Natural Foods
In addition, many of today’s natural foods shoppers are willing to forgo cosmetic

perfection in the produce aisle to obtain more natural and flavourful foods. That’s
because those flawless looks come at a price, as publicized research shows. For
instance, the uniform shape and deep red colour of so many modern tomato vari-
eties are only possible at the expense of flavour, reported The New York Times.
Buying cosmetically imperfect food also appeals to the sustainable sensibility of

natural foods proponents, many of whom know that unrealistic ‘beauty standards’ for
food is a significant reason why some 40 per cent of all food produced in Canada
goes uneaten, causing an economic loss of more than $27 billion, noted CBC in 2012.
Not surprisingly, natural foodies are equally picky about the processed foods

they do buy, reading labels fastidiously and eschewing anything unpronounce-
able, including artificial colours and synthesized chemical preservatives. For
example, they will opt for dried apricots that are more dirt brown than brilliant
orange if it means they don’t have to eat the sulphites used to maintain the colour. 

Ironically, according to a study
by BrandSpark International,

Canadians prefer foods that 
are labelled natural to foods

that are labelled organic,
despite the latter’s quick

growth and superior purity.

Today Canada is the fourth
largest organic market in
the world, valued at over
$3.5 billion per year, 
as noted in a landmark study
by the Canadian Organic
Trade Association. 
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Matter” collection, a 120-sku collection
of natural, organic and sustainable prod-
ucts, to make it easier for consumers
across the United States and Canada to
have access to healthier and more sustain-
able foods. And Walmart announced a
partnership with Wild Oats to offer a line
of organic foods at prices equivalent to
conventional products, which the compa-
ny describes as an effort to disrupt the
growing organic food market, noted The
Wall Street Journal’s MarketWatch blog.
Given the enormous scope of the growing
Canadian market, and the wants and needs
of its consumers, it is highly likely that
this line will also be rolled out in Canadi-
an Walmart outlets in the near future.

Food and Beverage
Companies Respond to
Consumers’ Concerns

Natural foods advocates’ concerns about
artificial colours and their potential link to
children’s hyperactivity, as reported by The
Washington Post, have led U.S. and Cana-
dian companies to phase artificial col-
orants out and instead incorporate natur-
al, plant-based dyes. Kraft recently
removed two yellow dyes from three pasta
products aimed at kids as well and
replaced them with natural beta-carotene
and paprika in the wake of a 350,000-sig-
nature petition started by mommy blog-
gers, also noted The Washington Post.
Although over 25,000 of the activists were
Canadian, Health Canada maintains the
dye is legal and has no plans to recom-
mend its removal from the list of approved
food additives. However Loblaws, one of
Canada’s largest supermarket chains,
announced recently that it would be
removing all artificial colours and flavours
from its in-store President’s Choice line of
products, reports The Globe and Mail.

In the beverage category, consumers’
concerns about health and nutrition
have accelerated a decline in soda con-
sumption that started slowly about a
decade ago, notes Agriculture and Agri-
Food Canada. Soda sales dropped three
per cent in 2013, bringing volume to its
lowest level since 1985. As consumers
increasingly question their health impact
and nutritional profile, Euromonitor pre-
dicts that the increasingly competitive
market for beverages will allow the soft
drinks category in Canada to obtain only

marginal gains in the next five years.
Instead of soda, consumers are drinking

plain and flavoured waters, lower-sugar
natural juice and juice blends, while get-
ting their caffeine hit with energy drinks,
premium coffees and ready-to-drink teas.
As I outlined in a recent column, these
super-premium tea consumers gravitate
toward low to no-sugar beverages with
short and clean labels. As a result, sales of
speciality and ready-to-drink teas in
Canada are burgeoning as consumers
increasingly gravitate toward what they
perceive to be a healthier option.  

Also at the conference, natural foods
powerhouse Pacific Foods credited the
carton with its products’ success in the
areas of sustainability — and freshness.
“We want to source only the highest-
quality ingredients, and the Tetra Pak
carton really helps us to do that,” says
Brand Manager Ben Hummel. 
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ing sector of the global food industry.” 
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency

doesn’t have a definition and certification
standards in place for natural foods as it
does for organic foods, yet the former is
generally understood to be less processed,
free of synthesized chemicals, artificial
flavouring agents or additives and as close
to its ‘natural state’ as possible. Ironically,
according to a study by BrandSpark Inter-
national, Canadians prefer foods that are
labelled natural to foods that are labelled
organic, despite the latter’s quick growth
and superior purity.

Key Factors for Growth
Regardless of labels, an increase in

consumer awareness as well as a rapidly
aging Canadian population that is
becoming more health-conscious and

nutritionally aware, is driving the
growth of the natural foods
market. Today Canada is the
fourth largest organic mar-
ket in the world, valued at
over $3.5 billion per year,
as noted in a landmark
study by the Canadian
Organic Trade Association.

The study also revealed that
more than half of Canadians, or

58 per cent, purchase organic foods
weekly, and that organic food is an integral
part of the larger Canadian identity, which
greatly values ecological sustainability.

Moves by two powerful national retail
chains in April to embrace these shop-
pers substantiate the importance of this
market. Target announced its “Made to
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Chances are that if you are reading
this, your business has been
impacted by the expansion of

Walmart stores in Western Canada.
When Walmart bought Woolco in

1994 they acquired 122 stores from
coast-to-coast and they have grown
that to 391 stores in the past 20 years.

The biggest impact on the grocery
market is the Walmart Supercentre, of
which there are 260 stores in Canada
including 95 of 127 Walmart stores in
Western Canada. These stores are sup-
plied by a massive 400,000 distribution
centre in Balzac, AB which is one of
Canada’s largest refrigerated buildings. 

Walmart Supercentres with their full
grocery assortment including fresh food
have not only landed in major centres
such as Calgary and Winnipeg but also in
smaller regional centres such as Cran-
brook, BC, Peace River AB and Estevan, SK.

In short, Walmart impacts all of us,
from the large supermarket in the sub-
urbs of Calgary to the small supermar-
ket in the B.C. interior.

There are two major developments
that indicate that Walmart is not yet
“saturated” in Western Canada and
that they are likely to push even fur-
ther into markets where their Super-
centres are not economically viable.

The first is the on-going development
of small-format Walmart stores in the
U.S. market. While Walmart is known
for its mega-buildings in the U.S. and
Canada, the strength of its substantial
business in Latin America and South
America is the small supermarket.

Walmart has been quietly importing
their learning back to the U.S. market
and perfecting the model. There are now

372 Walmart Neighborhood Markets
across the U.S. as well as 63 small format
stores including Walmart Express and
Walmart On Campus stores. According to
the company’s 2014 annual report they
will add up to 415 new smaller stores in
fiscal 2015, more than doubling its foot-
print in the U.S. It is widely thought
that small formats are the “cure” for Wal-
mart’s ailing U.S. domestic business.

If Walmart has perfected the small
format store in the U.S., how long will
it be until we see smaller formats pop-
ping up in Canada?

This leads us to the second develop-
ment, which is the recent hiring of
Walmart outsider Dirk Van den Berghe
to be the new president & CEO of Wal-
mart Canada. 

Van den Berghe is a “grocery guy” and
most recently was CEO for Belgium and
Luxembourg with Delhaize, Belgium’s
largest grocer. There he oversaw the roll-
out of small format banners such as Proxy
Delhaize, Delhaize City and Shop‘n Go.

The appointment of Van den Berge is
at minimum a signal of Walmart’s strong
intentions on the Canadian food market
and if and when Walmart decides to
launch Neighborhood Markets or Wal-
mart Express stores in Canada their
leader will be able to draw on his Euro-
pean experience to help adapt the U.S.
approach to the Canadian market.

It is likely that the small format
Walmart stores would launch in the
wide-open spaces of Western Canada
where there are lots of towns with a
population around 5,000 people, just
like the site of one of the first Walmart
Express stores which I visited in Prairie
Grove, Arkansas (population 4380). 

Walmart Express stores are a one-stop-
shop for small towns including fresh gro-
cery, pharmacy, gas bar, ATM, financial
services, Redbox video rentals and a solid
assortment of goods that goes beyond
the traditional supermarket.

Imagine these small Walmart stores
popping up in Nipawin, SK, Barrhead,
AB, The Pas, MB or Osoyoos, BC. 

By our math, there is easily room for
20 Walmart Express stores in British
Columbia alone. That would represent a
50 per cent increase in the number of
Walmart stores in British Columbia.

The question of Walmart small format
stores coming to Western Canada is not
“if” but “when”. We feel that they will
be able to rollout very quickly given
that the store size is smaller and will
not be required to clear as many zoning
approvals and community buy-ins as a
large Walmart Supercentre would face. 

As a small town grocer, your shop-
pers will now have a Walmart down the
street instead of the 30 or 50 km week-
ly or bi-weekly trip to a major centre
that currently has a Walmart store.
The biggest impact will likely be in the
perimeter of the store, which is heavi-
ly dependent on time-sensitive shop-
ping and product shelf life. That’s bad
news given that’s where the bulk of
profits in grocery are driven.           ●

If you would like to take a more
detailed look at Walmart Express
store, please email me at the
address below and I will send you
our Virtual Store Tour. 
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Natural is Here to Stay
Given the fact that consumers are

gravitating toward foods they perceive to
be more natural and consider these foods
healthier and more nutritious, this is
clearly more of a movement than a pass-
ing fad. So food manufacturers must con-
tinue to work hard to appeal to its pro-
ponents. In doing so, they should take
care to consider all aspects of their sup-
ply chain, from the fresh and natural
ingredients they select and the process-
ing technologies they use to produce and
protect their products to the packaging.
All these factors will impact what con-
sumers will choose to take home.   ●

RETAIL COLLABORATION By Jeff Doucette

Walmart Express 
– The Next Big Threat to Grocery?
Walmart may be looking small to grow
its market share in Canada.

Jeff Doucette is the founder of “Field Agent Canada” an iPhone-driven audit service that is
revolutionizing how retail audits and mystery shops are completed in Canada. He can be
reached at jeff.doucette@fieldagentcanada.com

Packaging Matters to Natural Food Enthusiasts Too
In addition to monitoring food’s sourcing and ingredients, it’s worth noting that

natural foods proponents also care very much about packaging, preferring for-
mats that protect and naturally preserve the products they buy — and do so in an
environmentally responsible way. 
That’s why cartons continue to proliferate in the natural foods space, as evidenced

at the March 2014, international Natural Products Expo West in Anaheim, California,
where Vita Coco Senior Vice-President for Marketing Jeff Rubenstein noted: “When
consumers first learn that Tetra Pak cartons are made from paper from sustainably
managed forests, I think that provides a certain halo benefit for our brand.”
Also at the conference, natural foods powerhouse Pacific Foods credited the carton with

its products’ success in the areas of sustainability — and freshness. “We want to source
only the highest-quality ingredients, and the Tetra Pak carton really helps us to do that,”
says Brand Manager Ben Hummel. “It maintains the quality of those ingredients, of the
minerals and the vitamins and locks in that fresh flavour the way no other package can.” 
Made principally from sustainably sourced paperboard, cartons are recyclable

and are lightweight and compact, characteristics that foster low carbon emissions
and less waste throughout their lifecycle. What’s more, the aseptic processing
used to fill cartons makes it possible to protect foods for up to a year without
preservatives. It is also a superior method for protecting the vitamins and other
ingredients’ quality natural food proponents care deeply about.

Suley Muratoglu, vice-president, marketing & product management, Tetra Pak Inc. U.S. & Canada, currently
runs the company’s presence in core categories, including dairy, beverage and food. Further industry insights
from him can be found at www.doingwhatsgood.ca. Tetra Pak (tetrapak.com/ca-en) is the world’s leading food
processing and packaging solutions company. 
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Interest in new foods, especially spicy foods, is
something Bob Hoy, owner/operator of the Market-
place IGAs in Gibsons and Wilson Creek, B.C., has

noticed in his stores. “People are excited about food
now,“ he says. “They want to try different foods.”

He has been encouraging that excitement with a focus
on Mexican foods — and not just for Cinco de Mayo.

“We do it year-round because there are so many
ingredients that go into Mexican food, we can defi-
nitely fill a green basket,” says Hoy. “Just about
every Mexican meal incorporates a ton of produce,
some dry goods, some spices, and usually ground
beef, ground chicken or ground turkey. You are get-
ting a lift from just about every
department.”

At the cash register, those baskets, by the time
you add meat and cheese, are ringing in at $15 or
$20 each. Customers are happy because Mexican is a
perfect fit for a number of trends. 

While ethnic ingredients are on the increase gen-
erally, Mexican is especially popular. A 2012 Mintel’s
report says 63 per cent of people have made Mexi-
can at home, second only to Italian at 70 per cent.
More recently, Mintel’s 2014 Ethnic Foods Report
revealed that retail sales of Mexican/Hispanic offer-
ings grew by 5.5 per cent from 2011-13, growing
faster than any other ethnic food segment. While
these figures reflect U.S. research, they are likely
indicative of changes in Canada as well. 

Kyle Leslie, vice-president of business develop-
ment at Star Marketing, suppliers of Casa Fiesta,
says, “Consumers are definitely more knowledgeable
of the Mexican category than they were, say, 10
years ago. We are seeing eight-foot to 16-foot sec-
tions completely dedicated to Mexican-based prod-
ucts. It’s no longer just tacos and seasonings.”

Indeed, it’s overlapping into the frozen category.
“The overall health of the frozen Mexican catego-

ry is good … in fact, very good,”

MEXICAN FOODS By Carolyn Camilleri

Mexican food has always been
popular, but it used to mean
tacos, chips, and salsa. 
Consumers still want those tacos, but also
burritos, taquitos, chimichangas, and more.
And that salsa? It’s hotter than ever!

Courtesy of Shutterstock



says Rachel Cullen, president and chief
executive officer for Ruiz Food Products.

When it comes to Mexican food, are
Canadians any different than Americans?
Doug Renfro, president of Renfro Foods,
doesn’t think so.

“Historically, especially in Canada, we
would sometimes have buyers try to tell us,
‘You know, my area in Canada, they don’t
eat anything spicy,’” says Renfro. “But in
Canada, our best-sellers are just like in the
U.S. — it is kind of a global trend.”

One thing is certain: Canadians are not
afraid of spicy hot. The most recent (2013)
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Product Showcase
Mexican merchandise that will spice up
meals as well as profits.

We Dare You
The ghost pepper takes on many forms — pepper

spray, smoke bombs, hand grenades…and now salsa!
Made from the hottest pepper in the world, Mrs. Renfro’s
scary hot Ghost Pepper Salsa will not only frighten taste
buds but it will leave your customers screaming for
more. Dare them to give it a try.  

Sweet Heat
Mrs. Renfro’s Mango Habanero Salsa is a versatile

sweet-heat treat that can be used as a salsa, dip, mari-
nade, salad dressing, rubbed on salmon, or as a base for
pizza. It’s the perfect choice for those looking for healthy
alternatives for their favourite foods. “When people real-
ize that salsa fits vegetarian, gluten-free lifestyles, that
it’s fat free, cholesterol-free, they are
using it as a meal extender,” says Renfro.

Big Hit in Canada
A new twist on Mrs. Renfro’s all-natural Nacho Cheese

Sauce, the Chipotle Nacho Cheese Sauce combines the
tasty blend of cheese sauce with smoky chipotle pepper.
“In Canada, in particular, the chipotle one is just going
nuts,” says Renfro.

Fresher, Crispier Shells
To assure freshness, Casa Fiesta Taco Shells

are shrink-wrapped in sleeves and then
wrapped again in a poly bag. These products
are not fully cooked so that the finished prod-
uct is more pliable and less likely to break in
shipment. Heating at 350°F for five minutes
before serving makes for a crispier shell.

Canadian Flavour Consumer Trends Report
says the popularity of spicy flavours con-
tinues to rise, with a majority of con-
sumers (56 per cent) saying they enjoy
very hot or spicy sauces, dips or condi-
ments, compared to 50 per cent in 2011.

The spicy-hot trend is showing up
everywhere. Renfro points to the surge of
“everyday foods” that have been spiced
up. He also mentions fusion cooking and
dishes like Mexican-infused sushi. “There
are no borders anymore. You can do
whatever tastes good to you.” 

Then there’s the healthy, natural trend.
“Using clean, natural ingredients for

your products is almost a necessity these
days; no longer is it all about price,” says
Leslie. “People are willing to pay a premi-
um for a premium-made product.”

Mexican also fits well with a busy lifestyle. 
“Today’s consumer enjoys a very busy life.

And their schedules don’t appear to be get-
ting easier; in fact, both working and relax-
ing with family and friends appears to be
getting even busier,” says Cullen. “As a
result, consumers are looking more and more
towards products that offer convenience

more products on page 88

“Using clean, natural ingredients
for your products is almost a
necessity these days; no longer 
is it all about price.”



an issue, Renfro recommends shippers,
end-caps and “good old-fashioned pallet
stacks,” especially for special occasions,
holidays, and sporting events, as well as
samples and cooking demonstrations.

Ultimately, the Mexican trend is going to
keep on growing. Leslie attributes part of that
growth to the increase in Canadians vacation-
ing in Mexico and refers to a CBC report stat-

ing that number of Canadians visiting Mexi-
co almost doubled from 2005 to 2011. 

Whatever the reason, when you con-
sider the benefits, growing your Mexican
category will not only be welcomed by
customers, it will also add some spice to
your profitability. ●
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Product Showcase

Versatile and Healthy
Casa Fiesta chile peppers are tasty, low-calorie,

low-sodium and perk up everything from
Asian to South American, from French to
Italian. Casa Fiesta refried beans have the
highest whole-bean content in the indus-
try. Only Grade-A, plump pinto beans are
used for that traditional Mexican flavour.

Authentic Flavour
Casa Fiesta Reduced Salt Seasonings are all nat-

ural and produced only from top-quality ingredi-
ents. Great as a recipe ingredient in traditional
Mexican dishes like enchiladas, tacos, burritos, and
guacamole, as well as any recipe that needs a
boost of flavour and spice. 

Crowd Pleasers
Partner El Monterey beef, chicken, and

breakfast taquitos with dips and salsa as a
snack or a meal on the go. “We pride ourselves
in using authentic Mexican spices and quality
veggies and meats in all our products,” says
Cullen. “We also make our own tortillas in our
on-site bakery.”

Family Favourite
El Monterey Family Pack Burrito and

Chimichanga lines are perfect for a quick
on-the-go snack, as a centre-plate item
with fresh fruit or a salad. “In fact, our El
Monterey Family Pack Burrito line is one of our very first product lines
and remains one of the most popular choices today among families that
enjoy Mexican food,” says Cullen.

“One of the greatest benefits 
for a grocery retailer in the 
Mexican category is the need 
to incorporate so many 
departments in the grocery store.”

without sacrificing quality and taste.”
Because Mexican is such a fast, easy,

healthy meal solution, and because so
many departments are involved, cross-
merchandizing really makes sense. 

“One of the greatest benefits for a gro-
cery retailer in the Mexican category is

the need to incorporate so many depart-
ments in the grocery store,” says Leslie.
“Cross-merchandising Mexican-based items
in the produce and/or meat departments
can drive large incremental sales and
spark impulse purchases.”

While a big display is ideal, if space is
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in the bag
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bag What’s new & improved in the grocery aisle

Fisherman’s Friend Advertising and Displays for Cough 
and Cold Season Growth!

Fisherman’s Friend Throat Lozenges will be making some noise with consumers with heavy national TV advertising
throughout the peak cough and cold season from early November through March 2015!   The company will provide a
variety of counter, shelf and floor displays to help tie in to the advertising….when your customers are most likely to need
the relief of Fisherman’s Friend the most!

Pure Fruity Goodness!
New from Eden Organic is their delicious organic apple sauce in a smaller 398 ml jar. Taster’s Choice Hall of

Fame inductee noted for a “very good sweet-tart balance.” Eden Organic Apple Sauce is simply organically
grown apples, providing better flavour, better nutrition and peace of mind. It is fat free, very low in sodium and
contains no added sugar.

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.

Real Food Tastes Better!
For the past 25 years, Annie’s has been nourishing families with simple, down-to-earth foods that

taste great and are easy to love. The company has introduced three more tasty items; Bernie’s Farm
Macaroni & Cheese, Cheddar Squares and the lunch-friendly Cheddar Bunny Snack Packs! These are
made without artificial flavours, synthetic colours, GMOs or growth hormones.

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.

Danone Canada is Taking on a New Market: The Dairy Dessert
Danette, the first dairy dessert from Danone Canada is made from 75 per cent milk. “Danette paves the way

for a new type of product: a dessert packed with dairy goodness,” said Pauline Varga, vice-president, market-
ing, at Danone Canada. Primarily made from milk fortified with vitamin D, Danette also contains calcium and
protein, making it an excellent alternative to complete a meal in style. In over 40 years of existence and rough-
ly 27 countries, Danette has never failed to be a huge hit with consumers. Danette will be available in six
flavours: chocolate, coffee, dark chocolate, choco-coconut, vanilla and caramel.

Soups Worth Crossing the Road for!
Happy Planet, makers of award-winning fresh soups, has launched two new delicious chicken soups

just in time for fall and winter; a green-curry based  Thai Chicken  which offers comfort with a little kick
(and is gluten free!) and a locally-inspired, soul-warming  Kawartha Chicken Noodle.  Full of all natural
ingredients and made without any preservatives, these fresh soups are the only Canadian brand to use
100 per cent organic chicken. Now that’s something consumers will flock towards!  These two new fresh,
all natural soups will be available in stores mid-September, joining Happy Planet’s 11 other globally and
locally-inspired fresh soup flavours,  www.happyplanet.com

Bring the Flavour with Simply Natural Barbecue Sauces!
Enjoy the delicious treat of yummy barbecue sauce and still eat healthy! Simple Natural introduces three

new organic barbecue sauces to their collection; Smoky Barbecue, Tangy Barbecue and Honey Barbecue.
All three items are gluten free, lactose free and cholesterol free. 

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.

Bosa Introduces New Line of Frozen Pizza
Bosa Foods are now distributing a new line of imported Italian frozen pizzas, available in four

varieties: Margherita (Thin Crust), Vegetarian, Quattro Formaggi, and Caprese.   Made with the
finest Italian ingredients, these pizzas bake to perfection in less than 15 minutes.   

Introducing Heini’s Yogurt Cheese
Tree of Life Canada is introducing a new line of cheeses from Bunker Hill Cheese Co., Heini’s Cheese!

Heini’s yogurt cheese contains yogurt and is fortified with live, active yogurt cultures, which have a
healthy probiotic affect that works with the digestive system. Heini’s cheese is locally-produced using
manufacturing processes that were developed many years ago; using 100 per cent Amish farm milk.
Heini’s yogurt cultured cheese is both lactose free, gluten free and is certified to be artificial growth
hormone free. These five new delicious cheeses include; Original, Jalapeno, Herb & Garlic, Lacey Baby
Swiss and Raw Milk yogurt cheese. Be sure to try all five!

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.

The Cake Boss has Arrived!
Famous around the globe for the creativity he brings to the world of baking, the  Cake Boss  him-

self, Buddy Valastro, has infused  this rich, smooth, Cake Boss coffee with  the tastes of his favourite
bakery creations  to create a line of flavoured coffee originals, including Hazelnut Biscotti, Chocolate
Cannoli, Italian Rum Cake and more. Call 905-592-2060 or Visit www.onroutedistribution.com for
more information. 

Frobisher Introduces Two New Ocean Mama Products
Frobisher International is pleased to announce two new and

exciting Ocean Mama Seafood products just in time for the fes-
tive season sales. Smoked Steelhead Salmon in two convenient
sizes, and Sriracha Tempura Shrimp.

For more information contact: sales@oceanmama.ca.

Maison OrphéeOrganic Oils
Maison Orphée oils are made from a particular know-how which is the  first cold pressing.  It’s a process in

which the oil seeds, not preheated, are pressed just once, without adding heat and at the lowest possible tem-
perature, in order to extract part of the oil they contain (this temperature may vary depending on oil content
and hardness of the seed to be pressed). La Maison Orphée combines art and craft mills and new production
techniques. Maison Orphée announces three new organic products; Delicate Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Sunflower
Cooking Oil and Deodorized Coconut Oil. All three items are non-GMO, kosher and gluten free!

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.

Bob’s Red Mill Introduces Organic Steel Cut Oats
Oats are a notoriously healthy breakfast choice, being high in soluble fibre and protein. They are also incredi-

bly versatile. Steel cut oats can be used to make risotto, pilaf, dumplings, arancini and more! Organic Steel Cut
Oats are simply whole oat groats that have been cut into neat little pieces on a steel buhr mill. High protein, whole
grain organic oats that have been lightly toasted are used to create hearty steel cut oats. Also known as Irish
oats or pinhead oats, steel cut oats create a chewy, full-bodied hot cereal.

New Bamboo Trays from True Earth
True Earth Paper Corporation has launched meat and produce trays made from com-

pressed bamboo fibre.  The bamboo comes from the Moso (Phyllostachys edulis) variety of
bamboo and is not a food source for the panda bear.  Unlike other natural fibres, bamboo fibre
is strong and widely accepted as the world’s most sustainable and renewable resource.  The
company now offers trays for meat, seafood, fruits and vegetables. Anything that needs a tray
can be put into True Earth Bamboo. True Earth Bamboo trays benefit the environment and

human health and are 100 per cent natural fibre and compostable. They will help keep food fresh, decompose when composted and pose
no health risks to people or animals.
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Stash the Tea
A passion for quality tea is the hallmark of Stash Tea. Sourced from premier tea gar-

dens, hundreds of unique, rare and exceptional teas are sampled but only a handful is
selected.   For Stash’s herbal and  flavoured  blends, whole herbs and spices are purchased from
the world’s best sources and milled right before blending for superior flavour. 

Call 905-592-2060 or visit www.onroutedistribution.com for more information. 

Massimo Zanetti Expands Product Line
For nearly a century, consumers have enjoyed the rich, delicious blends of MJB and Hills Bros. coffees.

This year, Massimo Zanetti Beverage offers Canadians even more coffees, perfectly roasted to
brew a perfect cup of coffee. Chock full o’Nuts, beloved for its smooth, aromatic flavour since
1932, is now making its debut on Canadian grocers’ shelves. Massimo Zanetti Beverage is also
proud to introduce revolutionary single-serve filter cups compatible with K-Cup brewers:* A
Better Cup by Design™.  Its innovative open filter design uses less plastic than other single cup
products and brews more like a traditional coffee filter, providing maximum flavour and aroma.

With the release of filter cups in a variety of brands, Chock full o’Nuts Hills Bros. and Kauai Coffee, con-
sumers will have multiple new opportunities to see, smell and taste the excellence of Massimo Zanetti Beverage coffee brands. 

Walkers Scottie Dog Shortbread — The Purebred Shortbread
New this year and just in time for Christmas, Walkers Shortbread is introducing a White Scottie Dog

Tin and a Cello Bag of Mini Scottie Dog Shortbreads.   The loveable tin is filled with Scottie dog-shaped
pure butter shortbreads and is a perfect holiday gift.   The cello bag, filled with pure butter shortbread
Scottie puppies, is an ideal stocking stuffer.   Both the playful Scottie dogs and puppies are made with
only the finest quality ingredients and no artificial colourings or flavourings giving them the wonder-
ful Walkers Shortbread taste.   

Contact your local Tree of Life Canada representative for more information.         
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Better Choice Now Available for Canadians to Indulge their Sweet Cravings
Dare Foods Limited has introduced a new way for consumers to indulge their sweet tooth in a

better way with Dare Candy Co. REALFRUIT Berries and REALFRUIT Chews.  Now available, all
REALFRUIT products are made with real fruit juice, natural fruit flavours and no added colours
and contain no gluten, making them a great choice for guilt-free snacking. REALFRUIT Berries are
also gelatin-free offering a tasty alternative for those looking to avoid animal gelatin in their diet.
REALFRUIT Chews are individually wrapped making them the perfect on-the-go snack. The
launch of REALFRUIT Berries and REALFRUIT Chews helps bring to life the Dare Foods Made Bet-
ter promise, which is dedicated to providing delicious and better-for-you snacks by using the very
best ingredients and taking inspiration from consumer needs. These new treats demonstrate that

great tasting candy can be made better.  For more information about the company and its brands, please visit www.darefoods.com 
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TAKING STOCK

The specialty food industry is one of the very
few that thrived during the recession. Spe-
cialty foods are foods that exemplify quality

and innovation, most often made by small manu-
facturers and artisans. At Indianlife we are proud
of our many product lines of healthy, authentic
Indian foods made from unique family recipes and
proprietary spice blends. And as the consumer
demand for safer, healthier food continues I would
like to share with you some important research on
this market segment.

From 2011 to 2013 specialty foods increased
18.4 per cent while all foods rose just 5.2 per cent.
The market size for specialty foods in the United
States is now over $85,000,000,000. Manufactur-
ers and retailers sourcing natural/ethical products
rank “all natural” and “non-GMO” labeling of
ingredients as the top two reasons for the largest
share of sales. Sustainable, eco-friendly, organic
and fair trade round out the list.

Of particular interest to me is that 31 per cent
of importers view Indian as the emerging cuisine.
We are seeing more Indian foods finding their way
into the mainstream aisles of specialty food and
natural food stores.

Another statistic I find of interest is that from

2011 to 2013, chips and snacks sales have risen by
19.1 per cent. Chips and snacks are now offering
much more product diversity in ingredients and
tastes, appealing to consumers who are looking
for more healthy alternatives and more interesting
flavour profiles. Indianlife has created an all-nat-

ural, non-GMO vegan chip line of
classic Indian flavourings to take
advantage of this trend.

The non-GMO labeling issue has not gone away,
and is in fact so important to the specialty foods
industry that more and more products are getting
Non-GMO Project Verification or stating on their
labels that the product is made with no GMO
ingredients. As consumers turn more and more to
natural foods and more healthy lifestyles they are
reading labels and demanding to know what is in
the foods they buy.

The statistics now show that con-
sumers are losing trust in big agri-
business regarding food safety and
turning more and more to specialty
foods and natural/organic foods
industries for healthier alterna-

tives. And they are willing to pay a premium to
get it. Consumers want to support companies and
products that have the same concerns about good
health and sustainable practices that they have.

Smart retailers listen to their customers and
respond to the needs and trends they are being
shown. The specialty foods industry delivers prod-
ucts that answer many of those needs and give the
consumer the alternatives they are looking for.  ●

Rakesh Raniga is the CEO at Indianlife Foods

Exemplifying
Quality & Innovation

By Rakesh Raniga

We are seeing more Indian foods finding 
their way into the mainstream aisles of 
specialty food and natural food stores.




